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Abstract.

The quantum universal enveloping algebra U^(sl2) is
introduced. Methods for obtaining Uc/(sl2) from an
enveloping algebra U(s/2) over the Lie algebra sl2 are

discussed, with emphasis on the twist map

F:(/(s/2) Ug{sl2), proposed by V. G. Drinfel'd. A
form for the twist element Fe U{sl2)® U(s/2 ) which
transposes with the substitution q —> q~ is derived. Next

semirepresentations 1~^(ii) are defined as (2y'+l)-th order
operator valued matrix representations for elements of the
form ug U(sl2)® U(s/2), with explicit construction of a
set of second and third order semirepresentations 1±(F). A

partial construction of Drinfel'd's twist element F is then
effected from ^(F). Finally, a general form for
Fe U(sl2) ® U{sl2) is induced from this construction.



Preface.

The genesis of the modern study of quantum groups, or quasitriangular Hopf algebras, is
generally traced to a paper1 delivered before the 1986 International Congress of
Mathematicians by the Russian algebraicist, V. G. Drinfel'd. Abstract Hopf algebras had
been studied by mathematicians2 for their interesting symmetry properties for almost a

century, but at that time had only just come under scrutiny by physicists as providing
possible solutions for a range of physical problems. These solutions took the form of
representations ('R-matrices') of elements satisfying the quantum Yang-Baxter equation
(QYBE), ^12^13^23 = ^23^13^12' developed by the theoretical physicist C.N. Yang3 to
describe order invariance in particle scattering.

The explicit (and by now well known) form for the quantum universal enveloping algebra
Uq(sl2) as a ^-deformed enveloping algebra over the complex Lie algebra sh is due in large
part to two other Russian mathematicians. P. P. Kulish and N. Yu. Reshetikhin.4 In this
algebra R-matrices play a central role in defining the quasicocommutativity-more
specifically the quasitriangularity-of representations of the coalgebra structure of Uq(sl2),
through the gauge transformation A//2i = RtS.uR~^. Drinfel'd spent several years

studying mechanisms for these transformations, publishing a series of papers in which he
developed the hypothesis that a representation-independent form for the quasitriangular
structure R can be obtained directly via a twist map R = F^\RRfrom a corresponding
symmetric structure R associated with an undeformed enveloping (tensor) algebra U(sl2)
over the Lie algebra 5/2. The twist element F will then take the form of a counital
2-cocycle, an element of the algebra U{sl-i) ® [/(s/2).

1 Drinfel'd (1986).
2see Sweedler (1969).
3Yang (1967).
4Kassel (1995), p. 138.
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This thesis outlines and implements a method for constructing an explicit representation-
independent form for Drinfel'd's twist map element Fe t/(s/2)® U(s/2), treated as a q-

dependent power series in S+ ® dip. The first chapter derives several general properties
of this counital 2-cocycle, first with respect to the substitution then as an

expansion in the deforming parameter h. The second chapter presents the general
mathematical framework for this paper in defining the (2/+l)-th order semirepresentations
1±(^y\u) as operator valued matrix representations of elements of the form
uG {/(s/2)® U(sl2). It is demonstrated that these semirepresentations I±(^y\u)
uniquely determine the first (2/+1) terms of the elements u as power series in d+ ®dip,
which will be shown to be the form taken by the twist element F. The two main chapters
of this paper are then explicit constructions of second and third order semirepresentations
^(F) leading directly to a partial construction of F to third order in Tf ® dip. The final
chapter presents a short, inductive argument for a general representation-independent
form of Drinfel'd's twist element F.
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Chapter One. Introduction: Drinfel'd's construction of U^sl^)

1.1. The quantum universal enveloping algebra Ug{sli).

A logical starting point is the definition of the Hopf algebra Ugislj). Conditions for
Ug{sl2) as a quantum group are set down. The main result of this section is then the
construction of explicit forms for the quasitriangular structure R Ugi^sl^),
both as a series in A). ® S_ and an expansion in the deforming parameter h. As this
section is necessarily introductory, the forms of the definitions will closely follow those
in the texts ofMajid and Kassel.1

Definition I. The quantum universal enveloping algebra (QUEA) Ug(s/2) is generated
by the elements S±,SZ satisfying a multiplication rule Ugish) ® > Uq{,s/i)
defined by the ^/-dependent commutation relations

[SZ,S±] = ±:SL

[A+,A_] = [2JhV (1.1)

The elements S±,SZ then generate Uglslj) over the field of complex numbers. The
^-bracket [i/\q is defined in terms of a complex-valued deforming parameter, q = eh,
assumed to be non-zero and not to be a root of unity. Thus

' Majid (1995), sections 2.1 and 3.2; Kassel (1995), chapters VI and VII.

1



Introduction: Drinfel'd's construction ofUq{slf). 2

= ^^£1= g"~x+ g"-' +.. + (1.2)
q-q

\-u\q =

K+ «"], = /"

for all u,i/,u" &Uq(s/2) ■ From its definition, [//]^ —> u as q1, so that (1.1) reduce to
the commutators for the complex Lie algebra sl2 in the limit q—>l, the bar notation
indicating this q-dependence. Uq(s/2) is unital with identity element 1. The coproduct
A:Uq(s/2) —> Uqi^slf) ® Ug(slf) and counit then becomes

~r ±T-
_ (rx itS1Aq = q ® q ,

AN± = S± 0 <fz + q~^z 04; (1.3)

eq^z = 1, eS± =0.

Note that the coproduct structure twists with the substitution q—>q~^. That is,

defining A//(^_1) such that A//—» A//(^_1) with q—> q~\

~Ku(q~l) = Au2i (1.4)

for all ueUq(s/2). An antipode map S:Uq(s/2) —> Uq(s/2) then makes Uq{sl2) a Flopf
algebra,

AA± ^ -q±lS±, Sq±Sz = qTS*. (1.5)

Definition II. The Hopf algebra Uq{slf) is quasicocommutative if there exists an
invertible element R e Uq{sl2)® (7q(s/2) such that
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Aa^i = Rt^uR 1 (1-6)

for all ueUq(sl2). The map (1.6) then defines Uq(s/2) as a quantum group provided R
satisfies the quasitriangularity conditions,

(K®id)R = Rl3R23, (1.7)

(id® A ) 7? — Ry2R\i

with

(e®id)R = (/d®£)R = 1; (1.8)

(S®/d)R = R~\ (id®S)R = R.

After some algebra (1.7) gives ^12^13^23= ^23^13^12' ^e quantum Yang-Baxter
equation referred to in the introduction. Majid derived an explicit form2 for a

quasitriangular structure R e Uq(sl2) ® Uq(s/2) satisfying (1.6) which can be treated as a
series in S+ ® S_,

_ _ - „ dn-\) _

R = q2S*®S* £ q q 2 (qS*S+ ® q~SzS_)n
n=o

1®1 + q=lp(qS-~ ® q'Sz)(S+ ® A.)

+—(<?2Sz ® d~2Sz XS1 ® S1)+...
[2\a + -

(1.9)

where p~q-q 1 and \n\g\ = \n\q[n-1]^...[1]^. This form for the quasitriangular
structure R can then be expanded in the deforming parameter h,

2Majid (1995), p. 83.
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R = Yjr{n)h" =l®l +^ + 0(/,2), (1.10)
n=0

r=2Sz®Sz + 2S+ ®Y_.

Here r is a solution to the classical Yang-Baxter equation. Higher order terms can also be
constructed, but are not necessary to the calculations which follow.

Proposition I. From its definition as a twist map (1.6), the quasitriangular structure
R £ Ugisf) ® U„{sl2) must invert with the substitution q —> q~l. Defining R(q~l)
such that R —> R(q~J) with q—> q~^,

R(q~l) = R2h (1.11)

Proof. The proof follows from the definition of R and the observation that the
coproduct (1.3) twists with the substitution q—»q~^. Equating (1.4, 1.6) and

substituting q—$q~^,

Au2fq-X) = R{q~X)ku{q-X)R-\q-X)

= R(q-])Au2lR~\q-1)

= R(q~l)RAi/R~lR-\q~l)

= (Riq'1 )R)Au(R(q~l )R)~l,

Au = (R(q~l )R)Au(R(q~l )R)~X

as Au2i(q~X) = Au. The element R(q~X)R e U^(s/2)<S> U^(sl2) then commutes with
Au for all u £ U^(sl2). In fact Majid's form for R fixes R(q~1 )R as the identity, 1 ® 1,
whence it follows that R(q~*) = R~\ To show this, substitute q—> q~X in (1.9),
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X(R)= q~1S'®S'£ ff" ~ 2 fi-0t"V

then construct R 1 from (1.9) and the map (1.8b). Using (1.5) and the fact that

jn(n-l) = (/?-!) + (n — 2)+.. .+1,

- -n n _

_

R'X ={S® id)R = (S® id)q2Sz®Sz Y 9 P q 2 (qS'zS+ <g> q~SzSJ)n
n=0

CO „ *(*-')
Y 2 (-^(j;^ l)*q~2S*®s*(i ® )/f
/7=0 w?!

00 —fl // i?(n-\)
y ^

<7 2 (-?)*(q SzS+ (X) q~szs_)"
«~o

= g^Sz®Sz y ? ( z7) ^2 (! ® fSz q SzS+ 0 q~fS_f
*=0 ["V

= q~2Sz®Sz Y ILL-EL. q 2 ^-2{(*-l)+(*-2)+...+l}^ 0 qSzS_)n
„=n W«=0 L -U"

n-G t"V

which is the required result. <

Definition III. The quantum inverse Killing form (QIKF) is an invertible element
Q G Ugisf) ® Ugisf) defined in terms of the quasitriangular structure R so as to
commute with the coproduct structure of Uq(s/2).

Thus defining
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Q = Ri\R, (1.13a)

it follows from (1.6) that

Au - Qts.uQ (1.13b)

for all u e Uq(slf).

1.2. The map

There exists a explicit form3 for generators of the QUEA Uq^slf) satisfying the
commutation relations (1.1), as a function <t> of the elements of the complex Lie algebra
sl2. If an enveloping (tensor) algebra Uisf) is constructed over sl2, an invertible map
<!>:£/( jf?) —> Ug{slf) is defined. The properties of this map, with the associated element
<£> e [/(s/j), are pivotal to the construction of an explicit form for Drinfel'd's map

F-.U^slf)-^ Uqisf), and must be set out in detail.

Definition IV. The universal enveloping algebra U{sl)) is defined as the quotient algebra
of the free associative algebra over the complex Lie algebra sl2■ The multiplication
U{s/i)® sf )—>£/(sf) is unital with identity element 1, and is defined by the
commutation relations for sl2,

modulo the relations [u',u"] = u'u" - i/'u' for all u',u"gU(si2). U^slf) is then
generated by the elements \,SZ,S±. The bialgebra U{sf) is counital with a primitive
coproduct A:f/(j/2)—> [/(sf)® U(slf),

[S±,SZ] = ±S±, (1.14)

[S+,S_] = 2SZ,

Au = u® 1 +10 u, (1.15)

3 due to Curtright et. at. (1990).
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EU = 0

for all ueU(s/2). Finally, U(s/2) becomes a Hopf algebra with antipode map

S\U(sl2)^ U(sl-2) given by

Su=-u. (1.16)

for all elements of sl2d Note that the QUEA U^(s/2) is constructed so that
Uq{slf) —■> U{slf) in the limit q—>1, q being treated as a series in the deforming
parameter h. Thus Ug(sl2) can be seen as a generalisation, a deformation of the
enveloping algebra U(s/2) in the single complex-valued parameter q.

Definition V. Let C&U(sl2) be the symmetric, second-order Casimir operator such
that C is central in that it commutes with all elements u of the enveloping algebra U(sl2),
and takes the form

C=4Sf+2S+S_+ 2S_S+ =4S(S+l). (1.17a)

Thus

[C,u\ = 0 (1.17b)

for all u e U(s/2 ). It can be shown that C actually generates the centre of U(s/2).5 The
central element S is defined so that for a given integer or half integer value of j,
Stpf = J0Jm, where (f)f, m = are elements of the Hilbert space of

functions chosen so that Sz(\)Jm - fn§Jm. The then form a basis for the 2/+1
dimensional carrier space of an irreducible representation of sl2- Thus S is operator-
valued but, unlike the Casimir operator C, Si U(s/2).6

4Majid (1995), p. 15.
5Kassel (1995), pp. 100, 103.

6The central element S should not be confused with the antipode map of (1.16). The latter will not appear
in subsequent calculations, and is included purely for completeness.
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Definition VI. Let / e U(s/2) ® U{sl2) be the symmetric, undeformed canonical two-
tensor such that t commutes with the primitive coproduct defined on the enveloping
algebra U(s/2), and takes the form

t = ASz® SZ + 2S+® S_ + 2S_®S+. (1.18a)

Thus

[/,A*] = 0 (1.18b)

for all ueU(s/2). 7 The map f.U{sl2)® (J(s/2 ) L/(sl2) defined by the function
(f)(u' ® u") = u"u \ u',u" EU(sl2), then maps the canonical 2-tensor t to the (central)
Casimir operator C.8

Proposition II. There exists an explicit fonn for the undeformed canonical two-tensor
te U{sl2)® U^slf) as a function of the Casimir operator C of (1.17a).9 That is,

t = ±(AC-C®l-l®C). (1.19)

Proof. To show this, first construct the coproduct of the Casimir operator defined in
(1.17a), then substitute for the primitive coproduct (1.15),

7Kassel (1995), p. 405.

8Drinfel'd (1990a), p. 322.

9Kassel, op. cit.\ Cornwell, unpublished notes.
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Rearranging then gives

AC= A(4A? + 2S+S_ + 2S_S+)

: 4(AAV)2 + 2AA+AV + 2AS_AS+

4(Sz ® 1 +1 ® A, )2 + 2(S+ ® 1 +1 ® S+)(® 1 +1 ® )

+ 2(S_ ® 1 +1 ® A1)(A+ ® 1 +1 ® A+)

= 8Sz ® Sz + 4A_ ® A+ + 4S+ ® S_ + 4 ®1 + 41 ®

+ 2A+A2 ® 1 + 21 ® V+A1 + 2ALAV 01 + 21® S_S+

= 2t + C® 1 +1 ® C.

t = ±(AC- C®\-\®C)

as required. <

Definition VII. There exists a map <!>:£/( j/>) —> U^sf) from the generators of the
enveloping algebra U^slf) as elements of the complex Lie algebra sh , to the generators of
the QUEA Uq(slf) as satisfying the ^-dependent commutation relations (1.1).

The element O is a functional of the central element S and the generators of U^slf)-
Thus10

[S-SZUS+SZ +1L
<& = - ^12 (120a)

(S-SZ)(S+SZ +1)
so that

= Sz, S+ = VoA+, S_ = VoV_. (1.20b)

10Curtright et at. (1991), p. 677.
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The map —> Uq(slf) is then invertible provided the parameter q is not a root of
unity. This fomi (1.20b) was generalised11 in a single parameter X, which enables an

algebraically simplified variation to be defined which eliminates the radicals, but which
still satisfies the deformed commutators (1.1),

Sz = Sz, S+ = S+, S_ = Oil. (1.20c)

This is the form of the map <!>:£/( j"/>) —> Ug^slf) that will be used throughout this thesis.

Notation. The form (1.20a) and subsequent calculations will be greatly simplified with
the definition of the elements a, b, c, d as functionals ofS and Sz,

a = S - Sz ,

b= S + Sz+ 1,
(1.21)

c = a + b = 2S + 1,

d= b-a = 2Sz+ 1 e U(sl2),

so that O = {ab)~^\a\q[b\q. With the definition (1.17a) of the undeformed Casimir
operator C, c? = C+l e U(s/2), so that as the ^-bracket [c\q involves an expansion in
odd powers of c, c~' [c\q e U(si2). Finally,

4a6 = 4S{S+l)-4Sz(Sz + \) = <? - d1 eU(s/2). (1.22)

As 2S= a+ 3-\ and 2Sz-b-a-\, every functional of S,SZ can be rewritten as

functionals of a, b, c, d. The undefoiined commutation relations (1.14) are generalised in
terms of the new variables,

S+am = (a+ n)mS±",

11 Ibid.
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S+bm = (b±nf Sf

[S±,c] = 0; (1.23)

n-l

S'lS'f = Y\(a-h)(b+1t)Sf1-",
k=0

with m, n positive integers, m> n. This last is a generalisation from the form (1.17a) of
the Casimir operator as S.S+ = 2S(S+1) -2S+S_ = 2S(S+1) - 2& - S_S+ + 2Sz,

using (1.14b), so that S_S+= S(S+\) - SZ(SZ+ \) = ab. That all this will be
advantageous will become clear as the calculations progress.

Proposition III. The form (1.20a) of <E> is an element of the enveloping algebra U(s/2).
Then from (1.20b) every element of the QUEA Uq{slf) is also an element of U(s/2).
Thus <f> defines a homomorphism <&:I/(s/2) —> Uq(sl2).

Proof. Expanding the form (1.20b) ofO with p= q- q~^ and using the functionals a, b,
c, d, of (1.21),

= (ab)~x P~"L(1

= <»'■•) V 2i'/ + i'c)-(atyxfT2(/ + <fd).

Expanding the first term in the deforming parameter h while neglecting jr- gives a series in
even powers of c,

n\
n
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as the terms for which n is odd vanish. Hence as ab,d,cn e U(s/2), n even, and as <f>
expands in positive powers of ab, 2). The rest of the proof immediately
follows.12 •

a/

In what follows it will be important to note that the map 2) —> UAslf) of (1.20c)
also serves to map both irreducible and reducible representations of U(slf) to the QUEA

A-/

Ug(si2). Further, the relations (1.20c) provide a map Q\U{sl2) —» U^slf) for the
primitive coproduct structure of U(s/2). Thus both the deformed and undeformed
coproducts define direct product representations of the same elements of Ug(slf) as
functional of the elements of U(s/2). These representations will be equivalent, and can

be related through the appropriate similarity transformations.13

1.3. Drinfel'd's twist mapF:U(s/2) —> Ucf.s/2).

•V

It has been shown that there exists a deforming map <&:U(sl2) —> U^(sl2), due to
Curtright et al, so that representations associated with coproducts so defined on the
QUEA UJs/2) are equivalent. More specifically the map ® acts to define a primitive
coproduct structure A:U^(s/2) —> U^slf) <8> U^(s/2) on Uq{slf), as a limit of the q-
deformed map bc.Ug^slf) —> <8> Ug^slf) of (1.3). This equivalence for
undeformed and deformed coproducts on Ug^slf) enabled Drinfel'd to develop a method
for generating Uq{slf) through a twist map F'.U^slf) —>Ufslf, as a specific example
of a more general map between quasi-Hopf algebras. This section outlines and expands
the general properties of the twist element F thus defined as a basis for the explicit
constructions of chapters III-V.

Definition VIII. Let U/fslf) be defined as an algebra of complex formal series in the
deforming parameter h such that Ufslf / hU/fsf) = U(s/2). U/fslf) is then a Hopf
algebra with the (cocommutating) primitive coproduct A'.Ufsf) —> D/fsf)® Ufsf)
and antipode S\Ujfslf) —> U/fslf) of (1.15). The cocommutativity of this coproduct

12see Cornwell, unpublished notes.

13Curtright et al. (1991).
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allows U/fslf) to be equipped with the form of a quantum group with the definition of a
quasitriangular structure RZ.Uffslf)® Uffslf) as a series in the canonical two tensor
t.14 Explicitly, R is defined by

R=qf,2 = y -Ut"h", (1.24)
2nn\

n

A#21 - A#= RAuR

which follows from (1.18). From its general definition (1.13a) the QIKF
Q&Ufsf) ® Uifs/2 ) takes a natural form as an exponential series in t,

Q=R2XR=q' = YJ\t"hn, (1.25)^ n\
n

Au = QAuQ 1.

Definition IX. Let Fe U(s/2)® t/(sl2) (strictly speaking, F e U/fslf) ®Uffslfj) be
an invertible element satisfying the conditions for a counital 2-cocycle, namely

(\®F)(iW®A)F=(F®\)(A®id)F, (1.26)

(e®/tf)F=(M®e)F= 1.

The set of elements of the form F provides a deforming (twist) map F.U{sl2) —> U(fsl2)
from the primitive coproduct and antipode of the Hopf algebra U{s/2) to the q-

dependent coproduct and antipode of the QUEA U^(s/2). This map takes the form of a
gauge transformation,

Au = FAuF^\ (1.27)

Su = f(Su)fX,

14Drinfel'd (1990b), pp. 1419, 1440.
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where F= F^,f = Fn^SF^, for all u e U{slf). This transformation then
induces a twist map from the quasitriangular structure R of (1.24) to the deformed
quasitriangular structure R e Ug{sl2) ® Ug{s/2 ) ofMajid (1.9),

R = F2lRF^X (1.28)

so that

Q = FQF~X.

In Drinfel'd's words, Ug{sl)) is obtainedfrom U(si2) by twisting via the element F.15 It
is the object ofthis thesis to construct an explicit formfor an element F which satisfies
these twist map conditions.

Proposition IV. Let Fe U(s/2) ® U(s/2) be a twist element satisfying (1.27,1.28). Let
Xe U(sl2)® U(s/2), XG Ug^slf) ® Ug^slf) be arbitrary, invertible functionals of the
canonical 2-tensor t and QIKF Q respectively. A more general twist element that
provides a map U{sl2) —> Ug(s/2) satisfying (1.27, 1.28) takes the form XFX.

Proof From (1.13b, 1.18b) and their definitions the elements X,X commute with the
coproducts Au and Au, u e U(sl2), respectively. For (1.27) it is only necessary to
show

Au = (XFX)Au(XFX)'1

= XF(XAuX~X )/r~]X~1 = XFAuF^XJTX

JTX~AuX = Au= FAuF~X.

which is (1.27) for F. The conditions (1.28) for XFX must then follow. •

15Ibid., p. 1422.
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Proposition V. From its definition (VIII) as an exponential series in h, the undeformed
quasitriangular structure R inverts with the substitution That the corresponding
deformed quasitriangular structure R of Majid also inverts with q^q~^ has been
demonstrated (Prop. I). It follows that the twist element F may preserve this property

through the twist map R - F2\RF^^. The condition thus imposed on F is that it must
twist with the substitution q—>g_1. That is, we may assume that

F{q-X) = F2X. (1.29)

Proof. Substituting q—> q~^ in the twist map (1.28) and using R(q ^ ) - R l,
R{q~l) =R-\

R(q~l) = F2l(q-l)R(q-1)F~\q~l)

=F2fq-l)R-lF-\q~l).
Inverting,

R-\q-1) = (F2l(q-l)R-lR-\q-l)Tl

= F(q-l)RF2l-\q~1) = R.

R = F(q~l)RF2l-\q-]).

Identification with the twist map R = F2\RF~^ then gives the required result. This is
actually a statement that if the element F satisfies the twist map condition (1.28a), then

F2 J (q~^) must also satisfy (1.28a), but the restrictions (Prop. IV) placed on the general
form ofF then lead once again to (1.29). •

Proposition VI. Let Fe U(s/2)® U(s/2) be an invertible element satisfying the
conditions (1.28) for a twist map F:U(s/2)Ug(s/2). Further let the element F
provide a deforming map AV+ =FAS+F~l. The condition for Fas a deforming map
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AAL = FAS_F^^ reduces to a deforming map involving the Casimir operator C and
canonical 2-tensor t,

AF = FAFF~l; (1.30)

with

AF= q~XF® qd + qq~d® F-\2\gqd® q~d+ p2(q~d'2 ® qdl2)(q~lS_ <8> S+ + qS+®S_),

^Y - ( „^2t+C®l+l®C+l®\ + ^2/+C®\+\®C+\®\^

Y=qc + q-c = q^~l + q~^X.

Proof. Rearranging AS_ = FAS_F~X and using AL = Oil, O = (ab) X[a\^[b\^,
S_S+ = ab from (Def. VII),

AOAAL = FA®AS_F~l;

AO ^ AC^A)-1 A([a]g[b]g) = Ad^y^AA^AAC1,

A^^A([a]^)AF;lASZl.

Combining and using (1.27),

A([^[^F;1 =FA([a]^)AS;1F~l

Aa^jpAA;1 =FA([a]^)(F-1AS+F)~lF-] = ^A([*yA]^1^1

A(W^]y) = /A(M^)^1.

Using the result from the proof of (Prop. Ill),

p\'\[b\=(ic + + 9~d) = r-p+(fd),
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=> AY-A(qc/+q'd) = F(AY-A(q(/+q~d))/^1

=> AY = FAY/^

as ASz - ASZ. The right side can be expanded using (1.19) and the definition of c in
terms of the Casimir operator, c2 = C+1 e U(slf),

AY = A(qc + q~c) = A(q^1 + q~^1)
_ ^ Vac+I®I + -VAc+\®\ ^

_ ^2/+C®l+l®C+\®l + -V2/+tf®l+l®<7+l®l ^

The left side can be evaluated using S_S+ = [a]q[b\q and the result from the proof of
(Prop. Ill),

AY = /?A{[a\q[b\q) + A(/+ q~d)
= p2AS_AS+ + qmAqS* + q~li2~Rq~Sz.

Substituting the coproducts (1.3) with A+ = and recombining then gives (1.30b), as

required. •

Proposition VII. Even/odd terms in the expansion of the twist element F in the
deforming parameter h are symmetric/antisymmetric. Thus

£/(„/<"> c-3')
n

!+/(»)> "eyen.(/(//) )2l -/(/?)> n odd-
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Expansion of the twist map (1.28a) then uniquely determines F to zero and first order in
h, giving

/(0) = 1®1, (1.32a)

/(1) =1(^0^-^0,52). (1.32b)

Higher order terms in h can be expressed as commutators or anticommutators with the
canonical 2-tensor / of (1.18a). Thus to second and third order in h,

L/(2),2/] = +3) - R-+ (1.33)

1/(3).2']+ =y? - '(4) + J'(3)''" -\(r°t +

where \ and = f(n) ~ (r{») )21 are symmetric and antisymmetric
parts of the terms in the /7-expansion (1.10) of the quasitriangular structure R.

Proof. That even/odd terms in the expansion of the twist element F in the deforming
parameter h are symmetric/antisymmetric follows immediately from (Prop. V). (1.32a)
follows from the definition of F as reducing to the identity in the limit q—>\.
Rearranging the twist map (1.28a), then substituting the expansions (1.10, 1.24a, 1.31) of
the quasitriangular structures R, R and twist element F , multiplying and collecting terms
to first order in h,

{101 + 2(Sz ®SZ + R+® S_)h-f.. ,}{/(0) + f{l)h+...}

= {/(0) -/(1)^+-• -HI ® 1 + 0 Sz + S+ 0 £. + S_ 0 S+)fi+..

/(l) = i(i®J+-J+®J.)/(0).

which is the required result. Higher order terms in h then take the form of (1.33). •



Chapter Two. General semirepresentations of U^sl^).

The properties of Drinfel'd's twist element as a map F\U(sli) —> U^slf) have now been
set down. This chapter outlines a method for constructing nth order semirepresentations
ofFas elements of the algebra Mof matrices with operator valued entries. The form
of these semirepresentations is to a great extent determined by their relationship to

underlying (irreducible and direct product) representations defined for the complex Lie
algebra sh. These relationships in turn fix an explicit representation-independent form
for the twist element F. As will be shown, this representation-independent form can in
part be recovered using these relationships. First, some properties of the algebra
must be derived.

II.l. The algebra ofmatrices with operator valued entries.

Definition X. Let be an nth order matrix of operator-valued entries, elements of
the enveloping algebra U{slf) with the central element S. The set of matrices then
forms an algebra with the usual matrix multiplication and identity element given by
1^ = diagonally1,1,..., 1).1

Definition XI. Let c/n> be an nth order matrix of operator-valued, mutually commuting
entries, functionals of S,S.. That is,

1 It is possible to define a Hopf algebra on the ^-deformed analogue of the algebra M of matrices with

algebra-valued entries. See Kassel (1995), chapter IV.

19
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'$1 G\2 •
• G\n

G(/?) = ^21 ^22 '
■ Gn

,Gn\ G>a ' Gnnk

where G'^ = Gj^(S,Sz). G"^ is then an algebra with matrix multiplication and identity
element 1^. Clearly, as products of components of are themselves functionals of
S,SZ, GG'^ is a subalgebra of aA"\

Proposition VDI. The elements G^ e G"' can be manipulated using standard matrix
operations.2 Specifically,

(i) A nonsingular element G^n' e G"^ will have a non-zero determinant. The inverse
(Gw)_1, (G(/z))_1G(/7) = G(//)(G(/?))_1 = I(/7), exists and can be constructed.

(ii) Suppose there exist n eigenvalues X^ and n linearly independent eigenvectors x^,

k-1,2,....,/?, each operator-valued and a functional of S,SZ, as solutions to the
eigenvector equation,

G^xk= (2.2)

The n eigenvalues Xk of G are then solutions of the nth order characteristic
polynomial,

(-1 )'\Xn - cc\Xn~x - a2X"~2-...-a„) = 0; (2.3)

Ak = G<-")Bt_1, A,=G»

B/- — - a#!,

2 Cornwell (1984a), unpublished notes; Faddeeva (1959).
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where k = \,2n. The n corresponding eigenvectors of G^ are the
individual column vectors of each of the n matrices defined by

DiSAf1I + Af2B1+...+Ba_1, (2.4)

k=l,2n. A diagonalizing matrix D e can then be constructed from the
n eigenvectors as column vectors, so that

X = D_1G(//)D, (2.5)

X = diagonal{X\, X2, ■ ■.,Xn).

(iii) Equivalent elements of (j"^ have identical traces.

Proof. As functionals of S,SZ, the entries of G^ E 6^ are elements of a unital
Abelian algebra, or a unital commutative ring. Further, for the purposes of the
constructions in this thesis, an inverse is assumed to exist for every non-zero functional
of S,SZ, so the elements of this ring form a field. As this proposition holds for every

algebra ofmatrices with entries that are elements of a field, it must hold for 6^ .3 •

Definition XII. Let L(/;) e a//!) be an nth order matrix of operator-valued entries,
elements of U{slf) and the central element S, which takes the form

• (//)

Zn Zi2S_

Zi\S+ ^12

z„xsp 4,2j*+M-1

Z\nSL<n-l

ZlnSl

z„

<n-~L

(2.6)

3 Fraleigh(1982), pp. 206ff, 223ff.
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where Zj/, = Z,^(S,Sz). That the set ofmatrices A-1 of the form (2.6) is an algebra with
matrix multiplication and identity element 1^ e A"^ follows from the fact that if
\in)^'in) e the product 6 A"\ Using the commutation relations (1.14),

4i

44+

42sl

42

y o'i-iz\4_
'//—2-4

yf rr/7-J yf rr/
z//2°+

<v-L Ẑnn

4i

44+

44-

42

y (y/i~ 1 y e/?~2L
zny+ z/i2z+

4'^
44-~z

^nn

yf ytt . '7/ rr "/r/ rr /' rr//Ar/ rV/*" L ^ /r/ r'// ~t 'Trr O '/rr rr// "L . . r* ry/fry/f
z\\z\\ + 12-21• • •+zl/U-z/;l'-)+ zl lzl/U- "f Z12^-Z2/P- +• •-+4/A-47/7

rr r/ - yrr rr -^J- r//—1. yrr r //~ t t yyf rr " yT/ r -//~l ■ st/ r •// if -7/ r ■// 2 -7*/
4w+4l + z224w++-"+4/4- 4/W+ 4W+4/4- + A224/A- +---+^2/A_ A?/

rrr ry/'Tyff , rrr* r-//—2. /rr rr 7* ^ -7// r-//~t 7* rV/ "2- 7// rr//—Z. ,

//I + 11 //2 + 2! *-'+ ' • • • ' A/// //1 ^+ //I 1 n — ' ^ril + -^2// — • ////////

11 42^-

44+ 42

7 crS7~'l y nfl—7-
/vW+ z/?2^+

4„4"1
4,,+'^

7
^nn y

where the fi+Jlp, fi+fif,...,A+4 have been factored through and combined using (1.23d),
and entries Zj^ = Zj^(S,Sz) defined in terms of the Z,j/c,Zj/c. Thus the product

again takes the form of an element of A"\ A"^ is then a subalgebra of aA"\

Proposition IX. A gauge transformation \_:A^ —> dn) can be defined with an nth
order diagonal matrix X e of the form4

4The operation of 311 can be defined from the relations (1.23), so that 311 =(a- 1) '(3+1) *S+.
Strictly speaking 311 g U(s/2), but will always appear in subsequent calculations in such a way that the

(z7 — 1) '(3+1) 1 will factor out.
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X_ = diagonal^, ), (2.7a)

so that

GW = X_LWXI1 (2.7b)

where \An) eAn), G(/l) £ (An). The map —> (j "') is then an algebra

homomorphism. The map (2.7b) is clearly invertible, so that for lA^ £ A"\ G^ £ gA"\

A") = Y^nOOx:'Gv;X_. (2.7c)

Proof. Substituting the forms (2.6, 2.7a) for li/;\x_ into (2.7b) and using the
commutation relations (1.14, 1.23d),

G(/7) = X_LwX:' =

Z\\ zns_sz

S_Zi\S+ S-Z12

ZxnS-Ar.//•Irr- /J* L

s_zlnsfrLsin^

n//-^ r>/J rr/7—1 rr~ 1 rr/T")^ rr—flA t
jCy Cv | ^ ^

^11 Z\2
^2(^z±l)

Z\n
Zl„iSz± 1)

/?—1 /z—2

{HO-O^+OK^i/O {ITtf-O^+OKfiOSii/O ••• Z„,(jz±«)
V T=0 /6=0 y

where ZJ/c{Sz± m) with the substitution >Sz±m. Thus is of the
form (2.1), as required. The map (2.7b) is then an algebra homomorphism as

x_i(//)x:' =i(/;).»

Proposition X. Let D £ cA"^ be the diagonalising matrix for the element G^ £ cA'^
defined by (2.5a). Then the corresponding diagonalising matrix for the element
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L(//) 6 where G^ = XjJ^XI1, exists and takes the form XI1D. Further let X be

the matrix of eigenvalues for defined by (2.5b). Then X is also the matrix of
eigenvalues for ii^.5

Proof. Combining X = D_1G^D with the gauge transformation G^ = X_li^XI^,

X = D_1G(//)D =D'x^^Xl'D,

X = (X:1D)_1L(/;)X:1D,

which is the required result.®

II.2. Representations ofthe algebra U{sl2)-

The positive and negative semirepresentations \~(u) of elements u of the enveloping

algebra U(s/2) are now defined as elements of the algebra of matrices with
operator-valued entries. It is shown that the condition for the existence of an element
ueU(s/2) corresponding to these semirepresentations can be expressed as a set of
consistency conditions among direct product representations of u.

Definition XIII. For every non-negative half integer and integer value ofj there exists an

irreducible representation T^ of order 2/'+l generated by the action of the complex Lie
algebra sl2 on basis vectors (pf of the Hilbert space of functions. Thus

SAin = S+K = K+1' (2-8)

5 Cornwell, unpublished notes.
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= (j+ m)(J-m +

where the appropriate termination conditions hold at j=±m. The representation
will then satisfy the commutation relations (1.14). The 2j+\ dimensional basis (pf thus
chosen for the carrier space of the irreducible representation is not orthonormal, but
is obtained from the standard orthonormal basis by a rescaling which is chosen so as to
both eliminate the appearance of square roots and to leave only a trivial factor for the
action of S+ .6

Proposition XI. The nth order positive and negative semirepresentations I±(^(z/),
n=2j+l, of an element of the form u e U{s/2)® U^slf) can be defined from the nth order
irreducible representation T^ of (2.8). Let u = 0 Then

i,(,V)^i) (2.9)

ru>(«) = r M("m)«(2)-

With the identity lrl ''(I ® 11 = I! . the semirepresentations I' /!iu) are then algebra
representations of Uisf).8 The positive and negative semirepresentations are related
through the definition of the transpose element 1 e CJ{sh) ® Lflsf), so that with
u2\ ~ u(2) ® u(l)>

l±W(«2,) = lMJ\u). (2.10)

6See Cornwell (1984b), p.441.
7In this and subsequent definitions a sum of terms of the form i^i)®^2)is implied. For this notation see

Majid (1995), p. 7.
8The form of the semirepresentation originated with the FRT method. See Faddeev et al (1987);

Cornwell, unpublished notes.
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Proof. To show this, let u, i/, u" e U{sh) 0 (J{sl2) such that u = u'u". With the
definition ofmultiplication on U(sl2) ® U(slf),

r(/V')r(/V') = ^j\u[x))u{2)t^\u'([))u'(2)
= r^(^1))r^(^1))^2)^)
= r(y) ( u[x) //(I)) u'(2)U(2) = r(/)(u(i))u(2)
= rw(«),

as required. The proof for l+^\u) is analogous. That lAy\u2\) = 1 (^) follows as

i+w(//21) = u(2)r^\um) = riy\u(l))u(2) = rw(«).

The proof for 1~^(//21) is analogous.*

Definition XTV. Let T^®T^ denote the direct product representations of elements
of U(sl2) constructed from the irreducible representations r*--7-' of (2.8). Set
u = un\ ® U(p\. Then

rJ< (2.10)

defines the components for a direct product representation of an element of the form
u 6 U{slf) ® U^slf) • The primitive coproduct structure on U(sl2) then defines a direct
product representation for elements of sl2. Thus

rA®y2 (u) = (ryi 0 r/2 )(au) (2.11)
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for all elements u of SI2.9

27

Proposition XII. The semirepresentation matrices 1+^\u) are members of the algebra
of nth order matrices with operator-valued entries with n=2j+\. They satisfy the

relations

(2.12)

with i,p,k,l-l,2,...,n.

Proof. Condition (2.12) reduces to the statement that an element u exists if and only if its
direct product representation exists. Elements u\ u" can always be constructed so that

= r(y)(» and 1 = 1+(y\u). With u = u{X) ® u{2y u" = u"V) ® u"2),

rW(rw(«)^=rM(rtV),>),<■/= rW(^1))(> ® rW(^2))if/
= rW»r«Mv

rM(\*(J)(u)M)jp - rM(i+M(„«)jt/)/> = rW(„('|))(> ® rW(
= rw ®

i,p,k,l =1,2,...,/?. Substituting in (2.12) then gives

rw ® rO\j)mp,=rM ® rW(/)«v

which holds for all allowablej if and only if u'=u"=u, as required.®

9Cornwell, unpublished notes.
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Proposition XIII. The semirepresentation matrices I are members of
the algebras of matrices of order n\, n2 respectively, with operator valued
entries with /q = 2yj +1, n2 = 2y> +1. They satisfy the relationships

rM)(i ~{h\u)ip)ki=vOl\\+0)(u)kl)^(2.13)

with i,p-\,2,...,n\ and k,/= 1,2,...,n2.

Proof. This is simply a generalisation of (Prop. XII). Construct elements u\ u" so that
and 1+(A\u") = 1 With i/ = i/(l) ® i/(2), u" == u'(X) <g> i/(2),

rW'ji+Oi= r^>(i = r°i>(ifi))^®rW)(,f2))^

i,p-=\,2,...,n\ and k,l- \,2,...,n2. Substituting in (2.13) then gives

rW) ® ru'\t/)mp,= r(/2) ®

which holds for all allowable yj ,j2 if and only if u'=u"=u, as required.®

II.3. A generalformfor semirepresentations ofthe twist element F.

Finally, general forms for the semirepresentations l±(-"(/r) of the twist element F are
V

constructed. It is argued from properties of the twist map F\U(sl2) —> UJsl2) that the
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I±(./)(//) are elements of the algebra A"^ of matrices of the form (2.6). A method for
partially recovering a representation-independent form for A as a series in S+ ® S+ is
presented.

Proposition XIV. Let HG U(s/2) ® U{slf) take the form of a series in S+® S+ as a

subalgebra of the enveloping algebra U(s/2). That is,

+ Y,a<214)
k=1 k=1

where 2^,^,2% e U(s/2)® U(s/2)are functionals of S,SZ, and a^a'^,ak ^ real~
valued coefficients that can be expanded in the deforming parameter h. The nth order
semirepresentations n=2j+l, are then members of the algebra A"^ of matrices
of the form (2.6). Further, a semirepresentation g±^{B) e Cr® of elements of the form
H is obtained through the gauge transfomiation defined by the diagonal matrix X_ (Prop

IX). Thus

g±(y)(A0 = X_l±(y)(Ar)X:1. (2.15)

Proof. The proof comes directly from the construction of 1 ^(/f) using (2.9b) with the
irreducible representations (2.8),

00 00

r^(A0 = a0rw(^) + 2a'kr(y)(^)r(y)(^f ®£*) +E®4)
k= 1 k=1
00 00

k=1 k=1

a0rM(4)n •••

o^1|-M(^'_1)(„_lx„_1)rU)(jr1)(„_1)1^rl ... aol"W(io)(»-l)(.-l)
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which is of the form (2.6). That g ^\/f) e (j"^ is a semirepresentation of elements
J7e U(sl2)® U{slf) of the form (2.14) then follows (Prop IX). The proof for

is analogous.®

Proposition XV. The nth order matrices are semirepresentations of an
element HzLU(slf)®U(slf) of the form (2.14) provided satisfy the
consistency conditions of (Prop. XII). An explicit form for //can then be recovered from
the semirepresentations as solutions to a set of simultaneous equations defined
by (2.11),

(2.16)

Proof. The proof consists in substituting the form (Prop. XIV) of 1±^(Ar) in (2.16).
The diagonal entries of l±(^(yy) then give a set of n2 simultaneous equations in a0,

a0rw(rw(^)/y)^ = oqr^(i+C/)(^W),*

i,k=\,2,...,n. Off diagonal entries of corresponding to the second term of
(2.14) give a set of (n-1)2 simultaneous equations in a[,a'{,

a,rW(i-W(4j+ ® = a(rW(l+W(4'il ®

i,k = 2,3,...,n. Off diagonal entries of corresponding to higher order terms of

(2.14) give additional simultaneous equations in afa^, etc.®

V

Proposition XVI. The twist map F\U{slf) —> Uq^slf) leaves the undefonned coproduct
ASz = Sz ® 1 +1 ® Sz unaltered. The general form (2.6) is then imposed on

semirepresentations 1 of the twist element F.
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Proof. That the twist map F:U(sl2) —> U^(s/2) ieaves the coproduct
ASZ = Sz ® 1 +1 ® Sz unaltered follows from the expansion of (1.3a) in the deforming
parameter h. The semirepresentations \±^(ASZ) are defined from (2.9b),

|±C/)(ATZ) = r(/)(sz)\ + T/W(1)
= diagonal'(Sz+ j,Sz + j-\,...,Sz- f).

It follows that ^^(ASz)eA"\ The equivalent semirepresentations g±^(AAz)6 Cr "^
are obtained with the diagonal matrix X_ (2.7a, 2.15) giving

g±M(ASz) = X_1±W(ASz)XZl = (Sz+j°)1(A

The semirepresentations g^^iF) provide identity maps for g±^(ASz). Hence

gil./)(F).g(ASZ) must commute. The entries of g±^(F) are then functionals of
S,SZ alone, and so g^(7)6^. Finally from (Prop. IX), ^^(F) e as

required.*

Proposition XVII. The positive (negative) semirepresentation 1±^(F) of the twist
element F can be obtained from the negative (positive) semirepresentation (F) with
the substitution q—> q~]. That is, I±<y'^(/7) —> l^\F) with the substitution q—» q ^.

Proof The transpose of the twist element F is obtained with the substitution > q~^.
That is, F—> F2\ with q—^ q~1 (Prop. V). The positive (negative) semirepresentation
of the twist element F is equal to the negative (positive) semirepresentation of the

transpose ofF (Prop. XI). The result then follows.*

Proposition XVHI. A general form for semirepresentations g±^(vzr) of the twist
element F can be constructed from nth order diagonalising matrices for the deformed
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QIKF g±(^y\(2) and (symmetric) canonical 2-tensor g±(^(/) (1.13a, 1.18). The
g±(y)(^> then satisfy the semirepresentation form of the gauge transformation (1.28) for
the QIKF. Thus

g^(^e^ZT1, (2.17)

g±U)(Q) = g±u\ng±{y\Q)g±u\n~\

where D^D are the diagonalising matrices for g±(^y\f?) and g±(^(/), respectively. The
forms (2.6) for 1±^(/7) are then recovered through the gauge transformation (2.7),

I±W(^) = X:1g±(y)(7QX_. (2.18)

Proof. From (1.9, 1.13, 1.20) the QIKF Q expands as a series in A+®J1, so (Prop.
XIV) the semirepresentation e the algebra of matrices of the form (2.6).
The gauge transformation (2.7) provides a map 1~^(^) -> g"^(^) 6 6^^. Thus

(Prop X) a matrix D e 6on' can be constructed so that

A = D-lg-V>@jD, (2.19)

A being the (diagonal) matrix of eigenvalues for g~^(Q). The same argument holds for
the form (1.18) of the canonical 2-tensor t, so that a matrix D e Cr"' can be constructed
for the semirepresentation g~^(/),

X = D_1g"W(/)D. (2.20)

The undeformed QIKF O (Def. VIII) takes the form of an exponential series in the
canonical 2-tensor t. It follows that the same matrix D diagonalises the

semirepresentation g~^(Q) of Q. Thus
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A = D"1g-(^(^)D (2.21)

where A = , the matrix of eigenvalues for g ^(/). The deformed and undeformed
QIKF's define (1.13, 1.27) equivalent deforming maps for the coproduct structure on

U{slf)\ it must follow that as representationsgg ({?) diagonalise to the
same matrix of eigenvalues (Def. VII). Thus A = A. Equating A, A in (2.19, 2.21) and
rearranging,

D-yO^D = D~lg-W(0)D

=> g'(j\8) = DD-^-^^DD"1 = DD^g-W^XDD-1)"1.

Comparing with (2.17b) then gives the required result. The proof for g+^(A) is

analogous.®



Chapter Three. Partial construction of the twist element F from 1±(^,2\F).

This section presents an explicit form for the first two terms of Drinfel'd's twist map
element F, treated as an expansion in positive powers of S+ ® S+,

F=F0+Fl+F2+...eU(s/2)®U(s/2), (3.1)

Fn being nth order in S'+ ® Tip. It begins with the construction of the 7=1/2
semirepresentations of the coproduct structures, canonical 2-tensor and QIKF of the
algebras U(s/2), Uq(s/2) starting from the action of the generators of the Lie algebra 5/2
and following the general principles laid out in previous sections.

In the main section most general forms for the twist map elements \±(^^\F) are

constructed in two arbitrary (operator-valued) variables V±, Vr± from the diagonalising
matrices of l±<-1/2\/) and so that Drinfel'd's twist map conditions

I±(1/2)(^) = l±(1/2)(^2i)l±(1/2)(2?)l±(1/2)(^1, (3.2a)

1±(1/2)(f?) = l±(1/2)(^l±(1/2)(^)I±(1/2)(^)-1 (3.2b)

are satisfied. These forms for \±(^I2\F) are as yet too general to act as deforming maps

for the coproduct structure of U(s/2).

The remaining sections must then set conditions for the \±^I2\ft) as semirepresentations
of the deforming map F:Au—» Au, ue U(s/2). It is shown that these conditions reduce

34
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to restrictions on the form of the variables in that they must be central,
symmetric and invariant with respect to the substitution

Finally, explicit forms for the first two terms of F are recovered from the components of
l±(|/2)(/r), as solutions to a set of simultaneous equations constructed from the direct

product representations r<-1/2\l±(-1/2')(J/^)).

III. 1. Construction of j-1/2 semirepresentations of the algebra Uisf).

The j = 1/2 semirepresentations of the centre and coproduct structure of the algebra
U{slf) are constructed from the irreducible representation T^l2\g),g e sf. With
u = 0 ^(2)> ^(l)> ^(2) ^ zr(sf ),

r(1/2)(»)Sr<1,2)(«(1))tf(2)l (3.3a)

l+<1/2)(K)»K(1)r<1/2)(^2))- (3.3b)

This is a narrowing of the more general definition of the semirepresentations presented in
(Prop. XI). Equivalent semirepresentations are obtained through a gauge transformation
with the operator-valued diagonal matrix X_,

X_ = diagonal(1, XL ), (3.4a)

so that

g±(1/2)(^) = X_l±(1/2)(//)XI1 (3.4b)

the resulting semirepresentations %±(^,2\u) taking on much simplified forms. This
transformation will greatly reduce the length of subsequent calculations, as will be seen.
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,(1/2) (J+) =
r0 1N

vo oy
, r(l/2)(Ai)

vi oy
,(1/2) (Jz)

l/2 0

o -1': (3.5)

r(m\a) = riV2\s-sz) =

,(1/2),(A) = T(1/2)(A,+ A'Z + 1)

r() 0N

v0 1,

r2 0^

v0 1,

r(i/2)(^) = r(1/2)(^+^) =
r2 0^
0 2

= 21, v{}l2\d) = r^IA)(b-a)

(3.6)

= H1/2)/^- /7^ =
r2 0^
0 0

Note that r*-1/2^(A^) = 0 for n> 2. The variables a, b, c, d where de U(s/2) and
cn G U(sl2), n even, were introduced in the first section and will be used to simplify
calculations, as will the observation that T^1/2)(AL) = r^2^(AL), so that many of the
structures involving ^-brackets will reduce to the identity. It is this simplicity peculiar to
they=l/2 irreducible representation that reduces many of these calculations to manageable
proportions.1

Definition XV. The /'= 1/2 semirepresentations \±(^I2\Au) of the elements
Au= 1® u + u®l, ue U(s/2 ) that define the (symmetric) primitive coproduct structure
on U(slf) are constructed with the irreducible representation (3.5). \^I2\Au) are then
algebra representations of U^slf).

i±(1/2)(at.) = i±(1/2)(i®sz + sz® l) = r(1/2)(i)vz + r(1/2)(^)i

i±(1/2)(av+) = i±(1/2)(i ®s++s+®\) = r(1/2)(i)v+ + t(1/2)(a;)i =

Vz+1/2
0 Sz — !/2

'S+ 1 N
vo A;,

, (3.7)

1±(1/2)(AV_) = l±(1/2)(l <E> JL + AL ® l) = r(1/2)(l)V_ + T(1/2)(A1)1 =
^AL 0A

1 AL

'Note that r'1/2^(#) and Fare singular. It is a measure of the balance of the constructions that

follow that these matrices will only appear in non-singular ^-expansions.
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The equivalent semirepresentations g±(-1/2')(A//) are then obtained from l+<-1/2->(A//) with
the gauge transform (3.4a), so that with AT1 = A+A^AT1 = A+^A'A"' and recalling that

A+Az = (Sz +1)A+,

g±(1/2)(AAz) = X_I±(1/2)(AAjr)XI1 =
A.+ !/2

o A_(AZ - 1/2)A:1 (Az+1/2)I,

g±(1/2)(AA+) = X_1±(1/2)(AA+)X:1 =
A+ AT
0 AAAT1

(a + \)(b-\) 1
0 ab

AT1, (3.8)

g±(1/2)(AA_) = X_lxu/^(AA_)XT1 =
±(1/2), 1

_

"A_ 0 N fl 0^

S-s ,1 b
A_.

Note that as Au is symmetric, I ^l2\Au) = lni,z;(A//) and g yuzj(Au) = gr^1/x;(Au).+(1/2), "(1/2)/ A.A — «+(l/2)/

Definition XVI. The y = l/2 semirepresentations ^^(Au) of the elements
Au, u G U(slf) that define the coproduct structure on UCj(sli) can be constructed with the
irreducible representations (3.5). \±(^I2\Au) are then algebra representations of Uq(sh).
Thus

1±(1/2)(AAZ) = 1±(1/2)(AAZ) = (Sz^l2
0 Az - '/2 j

1±(1/2)(AA+) = q S* ® A+ + A+ ® qS*
r +1/2 o +1/2 px-dllf

1±(1/2)(AA_) = \«™( q Sz ® A_ + A_ ® qSz

q S+ q—q
0 + 1/2 rr

1 J

0y±1/2A_
q±mq+m q~XI2S_

(3.9)

The equivalent semirepresentations g±(-1/2->(Au) are then obtained from liU'x;(Au) with
the gauge transform (3.4a), so that with AT1 =A+AJ)IAT1 = S+a~Xb~X,
<J> = a~1b~1[a\q[b\q and A±AZ = (Az + 1)A±,

±(1/2),
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g±(1/2)(AAz) = g±(1/2)(AAz) = {sz + v2 )I,

r(1/2)(AA+) = X_l±(1/2)(AA+)X:1 =
/1/2A+ q^^q™'ASZ

0 qTll2S_S'+S0l

+1/2 3d!2 a-1

+1/2 ±1/2 3d!2
P (a + 1)(A-1) q^'^q

0 q+X'2ab
so\ (3.10)

g±(1/2)(AA_) = X_1±(1/2)(AA_)X:1 /1/2a_ 0

q±mS^12 qTXI2S_S_SZX

+1/2,qX1/Nf> 0
T1/2^M72 ^+l/2(„_1)-l(^+1)-lk_1]^+1]^

<51.

Note that as Au-^ Au2\ with the substitution q-)q~X it must follow that
r(1/2)(A«)_>l+(1/2)(A^) and g~^XI2\Au) —» g+(^l2\Au) with q^>q~X. This result
and the results above will become important in section (III.4), where the conditions on the
twist elements as deforming maps \±(^I2\F)\\±(<X,22> (An) —» \±(yX,2\Au) are derived.

Definition XVII. The undeformed canonical two tensor / e U{sf) ® U(sf) takes an

especially simple form, being symmetric and linear in <5+ ® Sf. From it's definition (VI)
in section (1.2),

j+0/2)(/) = ,±(l/2)(4^ ^>Sz + 2S+ ®s_ + 2S_ ® S+)

-4T(1/2)(Ar)Az + 2T(1/2)(A+)A_ + 2T(1/2)(A )S+,

1—(1/2) (0 = 2
fSz <51A
v^+ ~szj

(3.11a)

The equivalent semirepresentations g"^^(O then take forms whose components are

independent of S+, and hence mutually commuting. Recalling that
S_S+ = (S- SZ)(S+ Sz +1) = ab, J = 2SZ + 1 and S+Sz = (Sz + \)S+,
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g= x_i±(1/2)(/)x:1 =2 Sz ' v
-lSL^V -s_s2sz

(3.11b)

Definition XVIII. Construction of the negative semirepresentation of the quasitriangular
structure, Y~^^2\r), is more complicated in that it involves the manipulation of an
operator valued infinite series. Treating Majid's form (Def. II) for R as an expansion in
T+ <g> xSqp and recalling that T(1/2)( .T+) = 0 and hence l±(l/2)(Tf7 ® S") = 0 for n > 2, the
form of the semirepresentation serves to truncate the series to terms that are at most

quadratic in S+ ® S+,

(3.12a)

with <& = a^b a\q[b\q, P=q~q 1 and d= 2Sz + \. The equivalent
semirepresentation, g~*-1/2)(j?), is then constructed by means of the gauge transformation
(3.4a),

g-(i/2)(^) = x_r(1/2)(^)x:1 qSz q 1/2/70bT2>T1
0 S_q~SzSZl

f v/o \

\ 0
(3.12b)
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The identical argument is used in the construction of the transpose element 1 ^^(^j).
Taking the transpose of Majid's form,

r(1/2)(^21) = r(1/2)^W),-(l/2)(i0i +^ sz®^)(os_®iv)+...

so that

= q2r(S^{r(1/2)(l)l + q~lpT^iq ^)^r(1/2)(OS_)i5,+],

\<m)(R2\) = qS' 0
-1/2 c -S,

q pS+ q 2

r(1/2)(v?21) = x_r(1/2)(i^1)x:1 =
qSz 0

q~X,2S_pS+ S_q~SzSlX

(3.13a)

f(1/2)a2i)=<7~1/2
d/2

q

pab q

0
-d/2 (3.13b)

Definition XIX. Both the positive and negative semirepresentations g±X-XI~\(f) of the
QIKF follow directly from its definition (III) as the product of the quasitriangular
structure with its transpose, namely

l±(1/2)(^) = 1±(1/2)(^2i)1±(1/2)(j?),

I±(1/2)(^2]) = l+(1/2)(^).

(3.14a)

(3.14b)

Transforming and combining these two equations and substituting for g±!|/'2)( ) ancj
g±(l,2\p) then gives

g-(1/2)(^) = x_r(1/2)(^)x:1 = x_r(1/2)(^21)x:1x_r(1/2)(^)x:1.

= g_(1/2)(^i)g~K^\R) = q
-(1/2), -1

jdt2

pab q

0
-dl2

dl2
p<P

0 q
-dt2
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,"(1/2) (£) = g
-l g

d pqdl20
pqdl2ab p\a\q{b\q + q-d

(3.15a)

and

Fm\e)=gT,"^2i)g-"""(A)=g,+(1/2)/ ,+(1/2) (1/2)/ "(1/2)/

-1
<1

d/2
(J /Xt>
0 q

-d!2

d/2
g

pab q

0
-<//2

;+(1/2)(^) = ^1
pq~ ab

-dl2O

<7
(3.15b)

III.2 Construction ofgeneralforms /brl±^2-) (F) in two variables.

This is the crucial section in that semirepresentations of Drinfel'd's twist map element are
constructed from the diagonalising matrices for the canonical two-tensor and QIKF.
Throughout it has been shown that the negative semirepresentations of the elements
ue [/(s/2)® U(slf) hitherto dealt with map to their corresponding positive

semirepresentations with the substitution q^q"^, largely because the elements
themselves possess the property that either u= u2\, or u—> u2\ with q-^ q~^. It will
be demonstrated that the general forms for I±(1/2-'(/r) thus obtained also possesses this

important symmetry, so that 1 ^,2\F)-^ with the substitution q —> q
+(1/2)/ -1

Proposition XIX. The canonical two-tensor 1±(^l2\t) diagonalises to a matrix of
eigenvalues whose components are central, in that they are functionals of the central
element S. The diagonalising matrix takes the form XI'dV, X being the diagonal matrix

(3.4a), and

D
f\ P
a -b

(3.16a)
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being the diagonalising matrix for the equivalent semirepresentations D is
non-singular as |D|= (a+ b) = 0, so that

D"1 = -a'1 fb P

~b
(3.16b)

V is a matrix of operator-valued components that are completely arbitrary save that they
are functionals ofS, Sz and independent of S+,

v = diagonally', v"). (3.17)

Then the matrix of eigenvalues

X = D_1g±(1/2)(/)D =diagonal^-(3.18a)

so that

v_1a,v = v~1D~1x_x:1g±(1/2)(/)x_x:1Dv

= V-1D-1X_I±(1/2)(/)X:1DV,

and therefore

X = (Xltov)"1 r^^toxitov. (3.18b)

Post-multiplication of D by the matrix V is equivalent to the multiplication of the
individual (column) eigenvectors that compose D by the variables v,±,d'±, and is the
direct expression of the arbitrariness of these eigenvectors. These variables will play a

central role in the arguments of the remaining sections.

Proof The proof consists in the construction of the sets of eigenvalues and eigenvectors
for the matrix semirepresentations g±<'1' 2\/). Substitution into (3.18a) then leads to the
required result. As discussed in Chapter Two, the components of g±*~1/2^(/) are

mutually commuting, so these eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be obtained using standard
numerical techniques. Specifically, the eigenvalues are solutions of the characteristic
polynomial for g±^1/2-'(/) with n=2,

d-\-X

lab -{d+ 1)-A
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(d-\-A)(d+\ + H) + 4ab=0

==> A2+2A+(l-c2)=0

with <? - d2 = 4ab. The solutions to this quadratic equation are A = ±c-1 , as required.
The eigenvectors of g±(^,2\t) are then the columns of the matrix defined by

with

For A = c—l,

For A = —c— 1,

da =u+B1

Da =g±<1/2)(/) + (A+2)l.

Di =
C+ d 2

lab c-d
= 2
f b 0

Kab aj

D;
-(c—d) 2
lab ~(c+d)

^ f i \J-« 1

y -Ay

Neglecting arbitrary numerical factors, the diagonalising matrix D can then be constructed
from the eigenvectors {1, a} and {1, -b}, as required.#

Proposition XX. The diagonalising matrix D for the canonical two-tensor g+<-1/2-'(A) also

diagonalises the undeformed Q-matrix, g±(^l2\Q), Q= q* being introduced (Def. VIII) as

the twist map for the (symmetric) primitive coproduct structure of U(sh). The resulting
matrix of eigenvalues A is expressed as a ^-exponential of the (diagonal) matrix of
eigenvalues A. Thus

A = D_1g±(1/2)(^)D = diagona/(q{c~X),q~{c+l)).

(3.19a)

(3.19b)
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Proof The result follows directly from the definition of the undeformed Q-Matrix
g±0/2)^-j as an exponential expansion in the canonical two-tensor g±X~XI2\t) -2 •

Proposition xxi. The QIKF \~^I2\Q) also diagonalises to a matrix of eigenvalues
whose components are functionals of the central element S. The diagonalising matrix
takes the form xi'dv, where again x_ is the diagonal matrix (3.4a),

d =

f 1 1

abqd2[b]^ -abqd\d\~g (3.20)

being the diagonalising matrix for the equivalent representation g D is non-

singular as | d|= abqcl2 {[afX + [b]~X) ^ 0 .

V = diagonalfv', v") (3.21)

is a matrix of (now g-dependent) operator-valued components that are completely
arbitrary save that they are functionals of S, Sz. Then

so that

and therefore

A = D-Ig-(1/2)(£?)D = diagonal(q{c~l\q~(c+X)) (3.22a)

v_1av = v~1d~,x_x:1g_(1/2)(^)x_x:1Dv.

= v~1d_1x_i±(1/2)(^)x:1dv,

a = (x:1DV)_lr(1/2)(^)x_1Dv. (3.22b)

Note that from (3.19b) and (3.23b), the undeformed O-matrix g±(^I2\Q) and the QIKF
g (1/2)(£>) diagonalise to the same matrix ofeigenvalues. Note also that g^'^if?) and

g~(1/2)(£) are equivalent as trg{Q) = q~X(qd + p2\a\q{b\q + q~dJ = qc~X + q~c~l.

2 See Cornwell (1984b), p. 408, and unpublished notes.
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Proof. The proof consists in the construction of the sets of eigenvalues and eigenvectors
for the matrix semirepresentation g~^I2\Q). Substitution into (3.22b) then leads to the
required result. As discussed in Chapter Two, the components of g~^l2\Q) are

mutually commuting, so these eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be obtained using standard
numerical techniques. Specifically, the eigenvalues are solutions of the characterictic
polynomial for g ^l2\(f) with n=2,

(/- qA Xp[a]fWf+ <Td- qA) -P/M = 0

=> qA2 ~{qc + q~c)\ +p =0

7 7 ^

with q + q~ Pp \_a\q[b\CJ = qc + q~c. The solutions to this quadratic equation are
A = q~c~1 , as required. The eigenvectors of gT^l2\Q) are then the columns of the
matrix defined by

°A = A1 + BJ

with

Bi=g-(1/2)®-//g-(1/2)®l,

For A = qcq_1,

—c —1For A = q q ,

DA = g~m\Q) + (A - q~\C ~ q q~c)l.

°a = q

d!2.gd~q~C
pqdl2ab p2[a\Jb\a + q~d - q~c

pq <$>

xq\P\q

-1
= q

~d -c d!2.q"-q^ pq

pqdi2~ab q" P q
d , „c

da = b

d c
q -q

d/2.Pgl ^
pqdl2ab p2[a\q[b]qP q~d- qc

= <J
~d c d!2.q"-qL pq"'-<t>
pqdl2ab qdPq'c
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Neglecting arbitrary (now operator valued) factors q~^(qd - q~c) = q~Xpq~a[&\q and
q l(q ~ qc) = ~q~^pqb\a\q, the diagonalising matrix D can be constructed from the
eigenvectors {1, abqcl2[by^} and {1, -abqcl2[a\~^}, as required.#

Proposition XXII. The diagonalising matrix for the positive semirepresentation
%«sn
(3.20)

g+(1/2\Q) of the QIKF can be obtained by the substitution q —> q 1 in the matrix D of

D
1 1

V abq-c,2\byqX -abq~cl2[ay^ (3.23)

g+(l/2\Q) then diagonalises to the same matrix of eigenvalues (3.18b) as g ^l2\Q).

Proof. The proof follows from the action of the form (3.12b) of g+<~1/2^(£?) on the

eigenvectors xi,x2 that compose (3.23). For Xj={-1 ,-abq~cl2[b]~^} and
x2={-l ,abq~cl2[a]~1},

g+(1/2)(^)x, = q
qd + p\aUb\g pq~a-dll.

pq~dl2ab

-1

-abq'cl2[bylV j

-1
J , 2rf+jf[a\g[8\g + pg-a[a\

(pqa\b\q + q~d)abq~d2\b\
= q xqc*b

V 2

g+0/2)(^)x2 = ^
lq' +A*W*\9 pq~d/2<l>]

pq dl2ab q~d )

-1

abq~d\ayX
9 2

-q

d , 2 rq" + p\a\q\b\q- pq-yb\q
(pqa\a\q - q~d)ahq~d2\a\

q q x2,

9 2
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after substituting p[a\q = qa - q a, p[b\q = qb - q b and multiplying through, as
required. •

Proposition XXIII. A general form for the 7—1/2 negative semirepresentation V^I2\F)
of Drinfel'd's twist map element can be constructed from the diagonalising matrices, D
and D, of the QIKF and the canonical 2-tensor, giving

r(l/2)(^ = x:lpyD-lx_ (3.24)

where

V = diagonal(v' ,v" )

is a matrix of arbitrary functional v , v" of S and Sz.3 Allowing v' , v" to vary over

the set of continuous functions of S, Sz then sweeps out a continuous set of elements
j-(l 2)(/^_ The explicit construction gives

l"(1/2)(^) = X:lg"(1/2)(^)X_ (3.25)

with

g<m\F) = x/~g<m\F) + v"~g "(1/2>(A"),

,-(1/2) (F) = c~Xq-al2
f

\.b\q b~\b\q
abqdl aqc72 ,

r(1/2)on^V/2 \a\a -a l[a]
—abq-d2 bq-d2

1 (1/2)(.A) reduces to the identity in the limit g—> 1 provided v' , v" —> 1 as q—>1.
Further, as the constituent matrices X_,D and D are all non-singular, the sole condition

3The notation is used to associate V , ft' with the negative semirepresentation of F. In practice

V are products of the variables defined in (3.17) and (3.21), but their arbitrariness makes this

distinction unnecessary.
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for the non-singularity, and hence invertibility, of 1 is that the determinant of v
be non-zero. Hence the variables V~, V~ must always be chosen to be non-zero.

Proof The proof follows directly from the substitution of the general form (3.24) into
the definition (3.2b) for the deforming map along with the
observation that the matrices of eigenvectors for the undeformed Q-matrix and the QIKF
are identical. Substituting,

r(1/2)(i?) = x:1dvd"1x_i±(1/2)(^)(x:1dvd_1x_)~1

<=> x_r(1/2)(^)x:1 = dvd_1x_i±(1/2)(^)x:1dv_1d~1

D-1g~(1/2)(£)D = VD"1g±(1/2)(^)DV"1

<=> a = vav-1 = a,

as required. Substituting the diagonalising matrices (3.16b, 3.20) with (3.4a) and the

appropriate substitutions for v'~ ,v"~, then multiplying through gives the explicit form
(3.25) for r(1/2)(A).«

Proposition xxiv. The positive semirepresentation of the general form of the twist map
element is obtained from the form (3.24, 3.25) of the negative

semirepresentation i-^2-* (a) with the substitution q —> q^. Substituting q—> q~^ in
(3.24),

1+0/2)^ = x:1d+V+d"1x_, (3.26)

where

v+ = cfiagonal(v'+,v"+)

is a matrix of arbitrary functional v'+,v"+ such that v'~, v"~ —> v'+, v"+ with the

q—>q^ substitution, x_,d are ^-independent, and d+ is the diagonalising matrix
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(3.23) for the positive semirepresentation of the QIKF, \+^ll2\Q). Substituting

q-^ q 1 in (3.25) gives the explicit construction for 1+0/2),

,+d/2)(^ _ x:ig^i/^(^x_1#t+(1/2), (3.27)

with

g+0/2)(^ = + v"^^'A){F"),,/+„+(l/2) /'+„+(l/2)/

g+(l ri\F') = c~Xqa'2

g^l2\F') = c-Xq~bl2

f
[b\a
-ct2

„ —c/2abq aq

-abq

-a \a].
c!2 bq

c/2

As with 1~^I2\f), \+^l2\F) reduces to the identity in the limit <7—>1 provided
j/+ ,v"+ —>1 as >1. The condition for the invertibility of \+(^l2\F) is that the
determinant of v+ be non-zero, and hence the variables v' ,v"+ must always be chosen
to be non-zero.

Proof The proof follows directly from the substitution of the general form (3.26) into
the definition (3.2b) for the deforming map \±(^I22>{Q) —> \+(^l2\Q), with the observation
that the eigenvalues for the undeformed Q-matrix and the QIKF are identical, and the
further observation that the positive and negative semirepresentations of the QIKF also
diagonalise to the identical set of eigenvalues. Substituting (3.26) in (3.2b),

i+(1/2)(£) - XI'd+V+D^XJ^^XX^D+V+D^X..)-1^n+v+iWv xtO-H),

x_i+(1/2)(^)x:1 = d+v+d"1x_i±(1/2)(£?)x:1d(v+)",(d+)"1

<=> (DVg+(1/2)Q?)D+ = v+D-1g±(1/2)(f?)D(v+)+ X-1

<=> A = v+A(v+)_1 = A,
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as required. Substituting the diagonalising matrices (3.16b, 3.23) with (3.4a) and
multiplying through then gives the explicit form (3.27) for I~l^1/2-)(Ar). •

III.3. Properties ofthe generalforms 1^ 2\jF) as twist maps.

This section lays out the conditions for the general forms (3.25, 3.27) for the semi-
representations l±^1/'2)(/7) as twist maps \±^l2\Fr):\±^^\p) —> The
arbitrary variables ,v"~ now take on a central role in that it will be shown that these
conditions on the \±(^I2\f) will in each case reduce to a set of restrictions on the form of

r/V'1.

Proposition XXV. The general forms (3.25, 3.27) for the \±(^I2\F) satisfy the twist
map condition (3.2a), treated as an expansion in the deforming parameter h, provided
v/±,v"± —» 1 in the limit p—>l. To first order in h the expansion of the \±(^I2\F) takes
the form

1±(1/2) (yz) = i±(1/2) (y~(0)) +1±(1/2) (/(1) )^+... (3.28)

with

i±(1/2)(/(o)) = gxu/z;(/(o)) = i;-a±('/2)l

l±(l/2) (/(I))
0 ±JL

y+^+ 0 ,

g±(1/2) (/(i)) = x_il^l/^(/(1))x:1 = t±(1/2)/ -1
_ 1 0 ±1

+ab 0
,

Proof. An expansion of the twist map condition (3.2) has been carried out (Prop. VII).
Constructing the semirepresentations of that expansion to zero and first order in h gives
(3.28). Expansion of the forms (3.25, 3.27) for the l±^/2-'(AT) must now reduce to (3.28)
to zero and first order in h. Defining
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v'1 = v'~ + V±hFv'± h2 + CKh3)
(0) (1)(2) ^

j/"1 = U/:t + v'^h + U'1^2 + ah3)
(0) (1) (2) ^ J'

= »" + u'u'h + X-u'\3u'2 + z/'2 -\)b2 + 0{/i3),

(3.29)

with u',u" e U{slf), the expansion of the ^/-bracket being calculated with Mathematica.
Using these results and expanding gg±(1/2)(/y/) from (3.25, 3.27),

g±(1/2)(^) = , (Z>±^-<7A#+...) (1 ± ^(7^+...)
tf^l + ^ZvH-...) <7(1+ ^-M+...)

so that

g±0,2\f-) = c
-1 (aF-abh+...) —(l + — bb+...)

-ab(\±-ab+...) b(l± — a/?+...)2 2 y

,±(1/2)C/(0))
-i

= c

' b Xs

Kab aj
g±(1/2)(4l)) =^ Fb2 <7,

±(1/2) / /-// \ —1 <7 -1

-ab b
+(1/2)/ /•// x -1 1

, g v U/(i)) = ^ 7
j

r Fa ±1N
Fa2 ±a

(3.30)

From (3.25, 3.28), g±(^l2\F) can be treated as both an expansion in h and a functional of
the variables v'~ ,v"~,

g±<"2>(/-) =g^"2^ ) + g»""'(/(„ )//+...,

g±(1/2)(^) = v/±g±(1/2)(Fr) + U'±g±(1/2)(^')-

g±("2)(jr) = (^± +^±^+ ){g±(l/2)(y,|))) + g±<l/2)(/,i))^+ }

+("(0) + ffi+---){g±0/2\/>)-*+...},

±(1/2),

Thus
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after substituting the expansions (3.29) of v/±,v"± and rearranging. Collecting terms in
zero and first order in h and substituting from (3.30),

g±<1,2)(/(0)>= + ^g±<l/2)(46)).
g±<1,2)

so that

(/(.)>= + •£fc±("2)C/o>>+ft,± ±(1/2), /•/„
(If

.± ±(1/2),
(Of (D1

.^"ior-iob foV+fbT

which comparing with (3.28b) immediately gives = 1 as required, and then

back-substituting i/* = i/^ = 1,

g
±(1/2) (/<!)) =

1
'

0 ±r +*-1
2 f\-ab o,

(•(()-fibs

which comparing with (3.28c) immediately gives = 0, as required. •

Proposition XXVI. The general forms (3.25, 3.27) for the semirepresentations
I±(l/2)(/r) are invariant with respect to post-multiplication by the (symmetric) canonical
2-tensor 1±(^/2\t). Post-multiplication by I±(^l2\t) is equivalent to the substitution
v/±,v//± —>(c-l)v/±,-(c + l)v,,±, ±(c-l) being the eigenvalues of l±<-1/2-)(/), so that

1±d/2)(^)1±(l/2)(/) = (^_1)^±1±(l/2)(^)_(r+1)^±1±(l/2)(^) (331)

Proof. The proof comes out of evaluating \±^[I2\f')\±(^IT>(t) and \±(^I2\f")\±*-1/2-^(/')
individually. Transforming with X_,
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x_i±(1/2)(^y)i±(1/2)(/)x:1 = x_i±(1/2)(^v)x:1x_i±(1/2)(/)x:1 = v/:tg±(1/2)(/Og±(1/2)(/),

x_i±(1/2)(/^')i±(1/2)(/)x:1 =xj±(1/2)(^y/)x:1x_i±(1/2)(/)x:1 = v"±g±(1/2)(/v,)g±(1/2)(0-

Substituting (3.11b, 3.25 and 3.27), and using d-1 + 2a = lb-d-1 = c-1,
d-l-2b=-(d+l)-2a=-(c+l),

d±g±(1/2\F')g±(1/2\f) = c-1<7±a/2

c-Xq±al2

rd-\ 2 x
lab ~(d+1)

\b\q b-\b\q
KabqTc'2 bq+c'2,

(d-l)[b\q + 2a[b\q 2[b]q-(d+l)b~1[b]q '
(d-l)qTc,2ab + 2qTc/2a2b lqTc/2ab-q+c/2a(d+1)

= c~\±al2{c-1) J<7
Fc!2 ,+c!2
q ab q

= (c-i)/±g±(1/2)(^');

l/'±g±(i/2)(^)g±(1/2)(/) = c-V^/2 ~a V]J<7
+<?/2^X67Z^ ^±C/2^

^/-l 2

2*£ -(^/+1)

= ,rVT"2 (;/-l)[^-2^>?]^ 2[^]^ + (^/+l)^ '[^
-{d-\)^cl2ab+2^clla^ -2q±cl2ab-q±cl2b(d+l)y

= -c~1q+m(c+\) \a\a -a \a]
-q±c,2ab q~ 67 zb

-(^+l)^±g±(1/2)(^/)g±0/2)(0-

+c/2,

The required result immediately follows. •

Proposition XXVII. The general forms (3.25, 3.27) for the semirepresentations
l±(1/2)(/7) are invariant with respect to pre-multiplication by the QIKF, ^'^(f?).
Pre-multiplication by 1^ -*(£?) is equivalent to the substitution
vr± ,i//:t —> ^<7_1V/±,^_^+1V"±, being the eigenvalues of \±(bl2\(f), so that
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\±{XI2\Q)\±{}I2\F) = qic~l)v'±l±^l2\py) + q-^V'H±m)(F"). (3.32)

Proof The proof comes out of evaluating the much more complicated expressions
,±(1/2)^,1(1/2)^ and ,±(1/2)^,1(1/2)^,) Transforming (3.32) with X_,

X_1±(1/2)(^)1±(1/2)(^y)X:1 = g±(1/2)(^)n'±g±(1/2)(i^),

X_1±(1/2)(^)1±(1/2)(^")XI1 = g±(1/2)(^)n"±g±(1/2)(/"')-

Substituting (3.15, 3.25, 3.27) and using q±d± qbp\_a\q ~ q^d + (pl<Aq ± q*a)p[b]q = q±C,
q+d± q±ap[p\ = q±d+(p[b\a ± q+b)p[a]a = q±c,

z<ll2\ey-<g-v\n=q(1/2),
d

q pqdl2<$>
pqd,2ab q~d + p2\a\9[b\qj

XV-c-V2

/

= r/-r" (/+A[tfL)[*L

v abqcl2 aqc!2 y

v(^ + (q~a + p[a\„)p[b\„)abqc'2 (q~d + (q~a +A^\a)A^\a)aqcl1\q>yv"\q>

/

=V-c^2^ Vb\q b~\b\
abqd2 y/2

= ^(^1V"g"(1/2)(^),

g+(1/2)(^)^V(1/2)(^) = ^-1
-d!2.

iqviq

pq d'2ab „~d
q y

Xn'W/2 [*L '
y//y<7

q
-c!2

9

aq~c12 )

= v'+c~Xqal2q~l
d -b dy" + (/^L + + *"4>[*U*~1[*]
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= ✓wy^i}
abq

b~\b\q - \~ j q
~c/2 aq-cl2)

^-VV072^);

g<m\Qy-zW{F") = q-(1/2), -1 / />//20
pqd^2ab q-d + p2[a\g[b]q)

X ir-c-Vm -a l[a].
-abq

-ct2 , -c/2

// 1 —6/2 -1
v c q q

(qd-q ap[b\q)[a\q {J - 9~aAB\qyral\a\q}
-(q~d+(p[bh - qb)p[a\frabq-cl2 (q~d+(p[bL ~ /)A^)bq~c/2

V'-c-Xq-bl2q<c+1) -<7 '[*],
^/~C/2

= ^-(^1)^/~g~(1/2)(/w),

g^mXQ)V'+^m\F') = q-X /+P2[«\Ma pg-a,A<t>-dt2,
\q\-"iq

pq dl2ab j

Xf"VV2 |>L -* !|>]
-abqci2 bqd2

= ^vy'V1 (?" + (/>[«],,-/O/WM, O' +O-kL-ZO^LX-^M,,)
(? P\<Aa)bqc

= v" [a\a -a [a]c
-abq

d2
bq'd2

= q~~(cJrV>v"+g+{>m\F").

The required result immediately follows. •

Proposition XXVIII. There exists a set of solutions such that v,i: = vn± for which the
components of the semirepresentations 1^ 2\F) are elements of U(sl2). However, as

c£U(sl2), the products 1±(1/2)(£?)1±{-m\F) and l±(1/2)(^)l±(1/2)(/) define
semirepresentations with components that are no longer elements of U(s/2).
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Proof. The proof consists in setting v'~ = v"~ in (3.25) and hinges on the observation
that as c" e U(sf a + b for n even,

+q-" = £ + en\
n

c\cT- fmc)- efO/2)
//!

n

for any rational number m, terms involving odd/even powers in c vanishing. Evaluating
individual components of g and recalling that d=b-a,ab=<?'-cP'E. U{s/f),

%-(XI2\F)u=c-\q-',l\b\<I + qbi\d\<!\ = p-Xc-\lf"n(</'-<rb) + qbl2(lJa-q-ayl
= /'WW4 - <rcli) + 9-mc-\fc" - q~2dt)} € U(s/2),

g-<"2y22=yV2 +y2> - |{W-vr+(*+ *v-"y,4>
= //4)«/'4 + V4'4) + 4 -y4» e ^(J-/2),

q,<m)(F)2\ = abc-\q-"l2qd2 - /'V'2} = abc-X{q-diqJjiqd2 - qd\dliq~d2}
= qdjiabc-X{qdi - q e //( v/2 ),

g-<1/2)(/iI2=

= /T'aATVW - - q-))

= /VWj«<-yV'2 -yV"2)
-(^y/4y/2-y4//2)>

=yy i{/,2(/'4+y4> -y,2y4+y4>

/'2(/« -y4)- <&"'yV"4 - y4)} e i/(V2),
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which is the required result. The proof that the components of g+^l2\F) are elements
of U(s/2) follows with the substitution q—»q~X. That the products
j±(l/2)(^)|±(l/2)(vi7f) an(j j±(1/2)^^j±(1/2)^^ define semirepresentations with
components that are no longer elements of U(s/2) follows directly from propositions
VIII and IX. •

III.4. Conditions on \±<yXI2\F) as coproduct deforming maps.

This is a short section in which the conditions on the twist elements \±(^I2\F) as

semirepresentations of the deforming map for the coproduct structure of U(s/2) are

determined, which again will reduce to restrictions on the form of the arbitrary variables
v,±,n,/±. Note that as ueU(sl2), tsu2\= tsu and A//^A//2i with the substitution

r(1/2)(A^)r(1/2)(/o = r(1/2)(^)r(1/2)(a»)
implies

l+(1/2)(A//)l+(1/2)(^) = l+(1/2)(/-)l+(1/2)(A^) (3.33)

and the results derived for the negative, will also hold for the positive,
semirepresentations 1±(^I2\F).

Proposition XXIX. The semirepresentation \~^I2\F) of Drinfel'd's twist element must
commute with the coproduct i~^l2\/S.Sz), or

r(1/2)(Asz)\~{1,2\f) = r(1/2)(^r(1/2)(asz) (3.34)

Proof The v'~,v"~~ are arbitrary, so after transformation with X_ (3.34) must hold

separately for the g~^[l22>{F') and g~^,2\F") of (3.8),
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g-(1/2)(Ai;)g-(1/2)(^ =

so that

Substituting,

g-(1/2)(A^)g^1/^(^) =g-^/Og-^W,),(1/2), -(1/2), «w-(1/2),

(Az + V2 )Ig-(1/2)(/^) = g"(1/2)(^XAz + !/2 )I,

(Az + !/2 )Ig~(1/2)(A") = g<m\F"){Sz + !/2 )I

which is an identity as the components of gg-^1 2\f*') are independent of
S+.m

(l/2),^_„-(l/2)/^„-(l/2)/

Proposition XXX. The form (3.25) for 1 (1/2)(A) provides a deforming map

r(1/2)(AT+)^ l~^1/2-)(AA+) if the arbitrary variables v'~ ,v"~ are central,

r(1/2)(Ad;)ni/z/(^) = ru/zx^ru'^(AA;)-(1/2) (1/2) r zai_(1/2)/ (3.35)

Proof Again, the equivalent form for (3.35) must hold independently for g ^l2\F'),
g~(l/2)(AY/) as v'~,v"~ are arbitrary. Transforming with X_ and substituting from (3.8,
3.10),

so that

Substituting,

g-(1/2)(AA+)g^i/zX^) = g^1/^(^)g_u/^(AT+)

g-(1/2)(A5V)g-(1/2)(AO = g-(1/2)(^)g"(1/2)(AA+),

g-(1/2)(AA+)g-(1/2)(A") = g~(1/2)(^")g"(1/2)(AA+).

-(1/2) 0/2)r^„-(l/2),

g-(l/2\AS+y-g-(V2\r) = ^ll2s+(a^yl'
„ (1/2)/

dt2ab qq'
0 q(a-l)(b+lX
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XF-c-\-a'2 Wq b~\b\q
abqd2 aqd2

= S+V~c~Xqmq~a'2

= S+F-c-'qmq-d2

(a-X)(6+\)qdl (a-lXi+l)i'lf1 c/2

[*+l]« A~l[b + l\t
{a-\){b+\)qd2 (a-l)(b+l)b~lq.-1 „d2

V g (V2\F')g~(y2\AS+) = i/~c~lq~al2 V\q b~\b\
abqd2 aqdl

S+(abf
ab 1

0 (a-l)(b+\f

= v S+c~XqX/2q-a/2{abyX ab[b+1] [b+lh + (a-\)[b+\l

ab(a-l)(b+\)qd2 (a-l)(b + l)qc/z + (a-l)z(b+l)qd2 F2

V-S+C~Xqmq-al2 [b+ \]c b~l[b+ 1L

(a-\)(b+\)qd2 b~\a-\)(b+\)qd2

g (II2\aS+)v" g (l,2\F") = q-ll2S+(ab)-1
d!2

0 ^(^7-l)(^+l)

Xv"'c-Xqd2 [a\q -a l[a\
—abq d2 bq

-d2

=17V/2

=j+^-V/2^2 [*-il V-iL
-(*-1X^+1)? r/2 a l(a-l){b+\)q d2

/

✓' g W2\F')g<y2\t±S'+)=x/'-c-lq-•/- -1 „£/2 l>L 'kl
c/2

Zv
-c/2

-i ab 1

0 (a-\)(b+l))
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= V'~S+c'Xqmqbl2{abyX \a~\\
-(a-\)(b+\)q

-(tf-l)"1^-!]
-d2 (b+\)g-d2

ab 1

0 (a-l)(b + l\

= V'-S+c-Xqmqb/2 k-iL -a\a- IT
-(a-\){b+\)q'cl2 a'I(a-l)(b+l)q-c/2

Back-substitution and mass cancellation gives S+v = V S+, S+v" = v" S+, which is
the required result. •

Proposition XXXI. That the semirepresentation I~^I2\F) provides a deforming map

1—(1/2)(.Ar):l—(1/2)(Ax5L) —> l-(I/2)(Ax5L) follows immediately from the definition of
as a map This has been shown

(Prop. VI) to hold true provided the QIKF satisfies a very complicated expression, which
in semirepresentation form becomes4

with

r(1/2)(Ay) = ^r(1/2)(^) + q~2\~{m\Qyx

/±Y=q~XY®qd+qq~d®r-[2\(/qc/®q~c/

(3.36a)

+P2{<fm ® qd'2){q~XS_ 0 S+ + qS+ 0 S_)

Y=qc + q~c.

Proof. The proof consists simply in evaluating the equivalent form of (3.36a).
Transforming with X_,

g-<1/2'(A7)=+• (3.36b)

4The key step in deriving (3.36a) is the demonstration that I+<^l2\t) = -I ± -\](C+1)1. See Cornwell,

unpublished notes.
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The QIKF g ^l2\Q) is obtained from (3.15a). The inverse form g ^l2\Q) 1 is
constructed with the result, demonstrated in the first section, that ~

with the substitution qq~l. g"^2^^?)-1 and g)_1 are thus obtained by

substituting q —> q~X in (3.12b, 3.13b),

g~(1/2)(£?)-1 =g~(1/2)(^r1g"(1/2)(^21r1 = 4\
-d!2
1

0 q'

-Mq~d'2 0 '
d!2 „d!2-pab q

= <i
-pabqdn ,\

Then

fg-(V1\QW = 1
/ /Xt>/'2

pabqm q~J + p2[a]f[b]f)

+q
-1

-pabq'
d/2 vd J

pqd+q \qC + q c)
p2abqdl2

p2<S>qd'2
-pqd+q(qc + q c\

The right hand side of (3.36b) is now evaluated using
r(1/2)(p) = r(1/2)(^) + V{XI2\q'c) = (q1'2 + <7~1/2)I. Thus

r(1/2)(A7) = ^_1r(1/2)(F)^+^r(1/2)(^"'/)r-[2]^r(1/2)(^)^""'/

+/72r(1/2)(^"aV2)^/2{r(1/2)(^~IAL)i5; + ^T(1/2)(AV)AL)}

Jq'\qc + q-c) + pqd p2qd,2S_
— 1 2 dt2 / c . —C\ —2 d 'I 9 P 9 + v )-g pq )

2-d/2)A/)5X r(l/2)r^x-l=f^1(^+^) + /'/ ///20
2 / <//2 /- c . —C\^ /? abq q(q +q )-pq )
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Which proves that both sides of the equation are equal. •

III.5 Partial construction ofDrinfel'd's twist element Ffrom 12\F).

A construction of the first two terms of the form (3.1) of Drinfel'd's twist map F is now

effected. The starting point will be the assumption that the individual terms of F are

tensor products of the components of the semirepresentations 1±(^I2\F). As the
variables ,Vr± have been shown to be central, the general forms (3.25, 3.27) for the
I±(1/'2)(Ah reduce to

j±(l/2)(^) = /i1xU/z;(^) +,/—1—(1/2) ,//±.±(l/2)/ rv/\ (3.37)

\±v,2\n=c-l?±a/2 b~v[b]9S_
q±mqTc,2S+ +

+ 1/2 „+c/2
/

x±{\l2)^^ = c-\q+bt2 \a\q ~a \<*\qS-
q±\,2q±c/2S+ (^_i)^±l/2^±,/2y

Proposition XXXDL The positive semirepresentation \+^l2\F) is obtained from

l~(1/2)(/y) with the substitution q—> q~X. The \±(bl22>{F) are then semirepresentations
of an element Fe U(s/2) ® b/(s/2) if and only if the variables vr±, Vf± are invariant with
respect to the q—>q~^ substitution.5

Proof That 1 (bl2\fT^ _»\+(bl2\F) with the substitution q —> q 1 has been
demonstrated. The condition that the \+(bl2\F) of (3.37) are semirepresentations of an
element Fe U(s/2)® C/(s/2) is equivalent to the condition (Prop. XII) that the direct
product representations {^^^{F)) for F satisfy

5As 1±{-m\Q)\dm\F) is also a valid twist map, the product being equivalent to the substitution

F1 ,i/r± —> qL C 'Fr± (Prop. IX), it follows that not all elements I±(1/2\a) satisfying the

conditions for a twist map are semirepresentations of an element F.
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r(l/2)(1±(l = T^l2\\^XI2\F)/m)A

r(l/2)(1±(l/2)(^)i i }i i = r(l/2)(1+(l/2)(^i i ^

r(l/2)(I±(l/2)(^ii)22=r(l/2)(1+(l/2)(^22)ii5

r(l/2)(1±(l/2)(^22)22 = r(l/2)(1T(l/2)(^22)225

r(l/2)(,±(l/2)(y0i2)2i = r(l/2)(1T(l/2)(v^2i)i2i
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(3.38)

(3.39)

Substituting the components of (3.37),6

r(l/2)(1-(l/2)(^)11) = v'~T{m\q'al2\b\ )+v"~V{}l2\qA,2\a\ )

PL 0
0 q

-1/2
+ n"

0 0

0 q
Ml

r(l/2) (J—(1/2) (/^)22 ) = v'~r(}l2\q-y2qm(a + \))+ F'~T{y2) {q~1'2q~a'2(b-\))

- v

^
q1'2 0"
0 2

+ v"
0 0

r(l/2)(,-(l/2)(y7)12) = v'-T^{q-al2b~Xib\gSJ)~ {qbl2a~\a\ S_)

v'~
0 0
-1/2 0

- v
0 0

qX'2 0,

r(l/2)(1-(l/2)(y^)21) = i/~r(}l2\q-y2qmS+)- F'~r{y2\q~y2q~a,2S+)

0 q

0 0

1/2
v"-

0 q

0 0

-1/2

and

6As j/1,/'1 are functionals ofS, the identification F(i/+),r(P,+ ) —> F+l, i/'+I can be made here.
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r(l/2)(1+(l/2)(y^)] J ) _ j/H
'PL 0 ^

0 q
1/2

+ V
0 0

0 q
-1/2

r(l/2)^+(l/2)(/^22)= j/i
( -1/2

\

0 ( 1/2 \

0v'+ q + n"+ q

I o 2J I o 0,

r(l/2)(1+(l/2)(^)12)= v,+

r(1/2)(l+(1/2)(^)21)= j/+

Back substituting into (3.39),

' 0 0A

q1/2 0
- n

' 0 0A

U"1/2 o.

0 q

0 0

-1/2
- i'

0 7

0 0

.1/2

✓"[2],= n'+[2L,

✓V/2 + ^"1/2 = ^V/2 + ^V1/2,

✓>-1/2 + ^V/2 = ^V1/2 + ^V/2,

= j/+,

n'>-1/2-n''V/2 = ^V/2-^y/2,

✓V/2-^"1/2 = ^V/2-^V1/2-

From the first and fourth equations n' = f+, and so the remaining equations give
= v/,+ , as required. •

Proposition XXXUL The zero order term of Drinfel'd's 2-cocycle F as an expansion in
*5+ ® F+, Fq, can be constructed from the diagonal elements of the I±(^I2\F), and takes
the form

Fq = V'F'Q + F'FQ (3.40)

with

f<s - -1)"'(2 qd\b\®fj\b\ - ® F7(a + \)
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-qq~b/2(a+l)l8>q-a/2[i]f+[2]fq-i/2(a+l)0qb/2(a + l)).

Fg= N(q-bj\a\q ® q~"'2(b-1) + 1) ® .

Note that Fqs(Fq)2j with the substitution q-oq , as required. The I',V" eae
arbitrary, symmetric and constructed from the center of CZ(s/2)® U(sl2) so that
l±(1/2)(r) = v', 1±{~XI2\d = v" and r,V"^\®\ in the limit q-*\. The factor
N - 2crl ® <r-1 with the ^-valued constant (2[2]^-l)-1 comes out of the calculations
and ensures that also reduces to the identity as q —> 1.

Proof. First construct an arbitrary element e C/(s/2)® b/(s/2) as a linear combination
of tensor products of the components of 1±^/2\py),

rQ = Na0{axqa'\b\q ® q-al2[b\q + a2qa'\b\q ® qbl2{a + \)

+a3q~bl2(a+ 1) ® q~a'2\b\ + a4q~bl2(a +1) <g> qbl2(a +1))

with N-2c 1 ®> c 1 a normalising factor so that 1±(^I2\N) = c \ and coefficients ay-
assumed to be real-numbered functions of q. Constructing \±(^I2\Fq) with (3.6),

„U_-^/2rn , ni , ~ J>!2
1~( )(/g) = C CCQ (aj[2 ]y + a3q~y)q~UIA[b]q + (a2[2]q + a4q~')q"'\a +1)

0

0

{axgV2^aflq-m)q-al\b\, I (oc2qXI2 \ a42q-m)qm{a + \)

l+(1/2)(^) = c"1a0 (ai[2]y + a2q)qal2[b\q + (a3[2]y + cc4g)g b/2(a+1)
0v

0

4-

J<7{a\q 1/2 + a22qXI2)qal2\b\q + (cc2q 1/2 + a42q[/2)q bl2(a + l)
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Equating these diagonal components with (3.37) then gives a set of simultaneous
equations in the ay,

°h[2L + a2<7= at
-1

axq 1/2 + a22q1'2 = 0

ax[2\9 + a3q 1 = a 1 a\qX!1 + aflq 1/2 = 0

a2qm + aA2q-xl2 = a-'q-m a2[2]„ + a4q 1 = 0

a2q 1/2 + a42^1/2 = anV/2 a2[2\g + a4q — 0.

Solving gives a0 = (2[2]^ -1) 1 and oq=2, a2 = -q a3 = —q, a4 = [2]^, which
substituting back into the general form Fq gives the required result. Now set

^o(PF'2l"b® /'2l"b )

+PF20~1)® //2[tfL +VF2(b-X)® q~°n(b~ 1))

with N=2c ® c , and the fiy again assumed to be real-numbered functions of q.
Constructing with (3.6),

l_<"2)(^') = c~% f/,2l"h+Pt</-''l2U>-V
0 n —1/2 b!2 ri , /3 —1/2 —a/1 s 7 i \

Pl^ ? Mtf+W ? ( ) t

i+<1/2)(/50 = c-'A)
a!2.

0 &F2q-U\a\, +)

Equating diagonal components with (3.13) immediately gives /3j =/34 = 0 and
A) =02 = 03 =1- Substituting back into the general form Fq then gives the required
result. •
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Proposition XXXIV. The first order term of Drinfel'd's 2-cocycle F as an expansion in
V+ 0 Sf, F\, can be constructed from the off-diagonal elements of 1±X*XI2\F), and takes
the form

= V'F{ + V"F'{ (3.41)

with

Fx = N{qq~bl2S+ 0 q~a'2b~X[b\qS_ + q~X qa'2FX[b\qS_ 0 qbl2S+),

F{= -F(qal2S+ 0 qb,2a~X[a]qS_ + q~bl2a~X[a\qS_ 0 q~al2S+).

Again note that Fx(FX)2X with the substitution q—> q~X. The normalising factor
N - 2c~X 0 c~X comes out of the calculations, but Fx now vanishes in the limit q—>l, as

required.

Proof The steps in the construction of the first order term of the 2-cocycle F are

identical to those for the zero order term of F, but involve the off-diagonal elements of
I±iX/2\F). Set

Fx = N(axq'bl2S+ 0 q~a/2b~\b\qS_ + CC2qal2FX\b\qS_ 0 qbl2S+)

with N -2c 10 c 1, and ax, a2 assumed to be real-numbered functions of q.

Constructing 1±X-XI2\Fx) with (3.6),

r(1/2)(Af)
0

„ 1/2 A/2 ~

a2<b q -A

axq~Xq~al2b~X[b\c/S_

l+(1/2)(Al) =
0

rv /7 1 /2 /7 b!2 „GCxq q o+

CC2qqal2FX\b\qS_
0

Equating off-diagonal components with (3.13) immediately gives ax = q and a2 = q ',
which substituting back into the general form Fx gives the required result. Now set
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F\'=mwa,2s+ ® qb,1a-\a\QS. +&^/V1[*LJl <E> q~al2S+)

with N - 2c 1 ® c \ and ySj ,/32 again assumed to be real-numbered functions of q.
Constructing l±(1/2)(^") with (3.6),

r(1/2)(/ft =
o fxqb,2a-\a\,S_

1+(1/2) (/]") =
0

o \/2 a/2 c
Pl^ ^ *>+ 0

Finally, equating off-diagonal components with (3.37) gives = — 1, which
substituting back into the general form for F{ then gives the required result. •



Chapter Four. Partial construction of the twist element F from l±(1-)(/7).

The work of the previous chapter is now expanded upon with an explicit construction of
the third term of Drinfeld's twist map element F, treated as an expansion in positive
powers of ,5V ® S+,

F=F0 + Fl+F2+...eU(s/2)®U(s/2), (4.1)

Fn being nth order in S+ ® ■ The arguments of Chapter Three are followed almost
verbatim, but now begin with the construction of the j= 1 (three by three)
semirepresentations of the coproduct structures, canonical 2-tensor and QIKF of the
algebras.

The main section will be a construction of the most general forms for the twist elements
l±(l)(y/) now jn three arbitrary (operator-valued) variables W±, , so that

1±(1)()?) = 1±(1)(/21)1±(1)(2?)1±(1)(/7)_1, (4.2a)

1±(P(^) = l±^\F}\±W(^)l±i]\F)"1 (4.2b)

are satisfied. These forms for T^1^/7) are again too general to act as deforming maps for
the coproduct stucture A:V(s/2) —> U(sl2) ® U{sl2).

The remaining sections demonstrate that the conditions for the semirepresentations
l±(1)(j^T) as deforming maps —> ^^(A#), ueU(s/2) are identical in

69
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form to those derived for the in that the variables W± ,Wr± ,\P"+ must be

central, symmetric and invariant with respect to the substitution q—> q~1.

Using (Prop. XIII) the direct product representations r^1/'2\l±^\77T)),r^1\l±^1/2-'(/y)) it
is shown that these l±^1-'(/7) are consistent with the results of Chapter Three in that

ancj i±(1/2)(yr) are semirepresentations of the same element F. Finally, an

explicit form for the third term (4.1) for F is recovered from the components of the
l±^(/r), as solutions to a set of simultaneous equations constructed from the direct

product relations r^(l±^(./r)).

IV. 1. Construction ofj -\ semirepresentations ofthe algebra U(sf) ■

The j - 1 semirepresentations of the centre and coproduct structure of the algebra U(s/))
are constructed from the irreducible representation r*-1-* of the Lie algebra . With
u = ® ^(2)> ^(1)'u(2) ^ ^(^2)3

r<V) = r<V(l)H2). (4.3a)

\*V\u) = umTm(u{2)).(4.3b)

Equivalent semirepresentations are obtained through a gauge transformation with the
operator-valued diagonal matrix X_,

X_ = diagonal{\, S_,S^L), (4.4a)

so that

g±(1)(//) = X_l±(1)(//)XI14b)

the resulting semirepresentations g±^1->(^) taking on a much simplified form.
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'0 1 0" '0 0 0" '\ 0 0"

r(V+) = 0 0 1 , r(1)(A_) = 2 0 0 , r(1)(Az) = 0 0 0

0 0
V

2 1° 0 -iy
(4.5)

r(1V) = rv>(s-sz)(0,
'0 0 0s
0 1 0

0 0 2
v

r(1)(A) = ryi\s+s, + \) =<v
a3 0 0A
0 2 0

0 0 1

(4.6)

r(1)(^) = ryiJ(a+6)(1),
/3 0 0^
0 3 0

0 0 3

= 31, r(1)(</) = r(1V-tf) =
3 0 0

0 1 0

0 0-1

Note that now F^fA") = 0 for n>3. The variables a, b, c, d where d e Uisf) and

c" e U^slf), n even, are again introduced to simplify the form of the elements I±^(/r) in
subsequent sections.

Definition XX. The j- 1 semirepresentations ^^(A//) of the symmetric coproduct
structure Au = 10 u+ u® 1, ueU(s/2), are defined with the irreducible representation
T(1). 1±^1'>(A//) are then algebra representations of U^slf). Thus

i±(1)(AA2) = i±(1)(i ® sz + sz ® 1) = r(1)(i)Az + r(1)(Az)i

1±(1)(AA+) = 1±(1) (l ® A+ + A+ ® l) = T(1)(1)A+ + T(1)(A+ )1 =

1±(1)(AAL) = l±(1)(l ® A_ + A_ ® l) = T(1)(1)AL + r(1)(A_)l

0 0
\

^z 0 ?

0 ^z- \

1 oN

^+ 1 (4.7)
0

0 0 '
A_ 0

2 s~)
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The equivalent semirepresentations g±(-^(A//) are then obtained from 1+^(A//) with the

gauge transform (4.4a), so that with SZ^ = S+SflSZl = and recalling

thatS+Sz - (Sz + n)S",

g±W(A^) = X_l±W(A^)XI1 =

Sz + l 0
0 s_s\sz

0

0

0 o £(sz-\)sz2
(Ah+ 1)1,

g±(1)(AA+) = X_1±(1)(AA+)XI1 =

S+ AT 0

0 ATA'+AT S_SZl
0 0 s^s+sz2

(a + \)(b-\) 1 0
0 ab 1

0 0 (a- 1)(Z+1)
(4.8)

g±(1)(AAh) = X_1±(1)(AA,_)X:1
S_ 0 0

2AT A?AT1 0

0 2A?AT1 stsz2

fl 0

2 1 0

v° 2 1,
AL.

Note that as Au is symmetric, 1 ^(A//) = 1+^^(A^) and g u;(A//) = %fyv\Au).0)/ ,+OT

Definition XXI. Further, the j-1 semi-representations 1~^1-)(A//) of the deformed
coproduct Au e 7/(jZ>) ® U{slf) are defined with the irreducible representation T^.
I±<-1-)(A^) are then algebra representations of Uqislf)- Thus

I±(1)(AA;) = I^(AA;) =±(i)/
Ah + 1 0

0

0

Ah

0

0

sx-\j
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1±(1)(AS+) = 1±(1)( q Sz®S++S+®q2
q±XS+ q±X/2q^/2

0

0 0

^tmq*m

(4.9)

1±(1)(AA_) = 1±(1)( q Sz®S_+S_® qS* ' -

±1A

P\aq±XI2qTdl2
0

S_

0

0

[l\aq±XI2q+dl2 qTXS_

The equivalent semirepresentations g±(-^(Au) are then obtained from l+<~XfAu) with the

gauge transform (4.4a), so that with AT1 = A^A^AT1 = S+a~X FX, <f> = a~Xb~X \a\fb\c/
and S±Sz = (Sz + n)S+,

g±C-)(AAr) = gxu-'(AAr) = (Sz +1)1,r±0)

g±(1)(AA+) = X_1±(1)(AA+)XI1
q±lS+ q±ll2qTdl2SZl 0

0 A.A+AT1 S_q±XI2qTdl2Sr7
0 0 q*XS^S+SI2

q±X(a + l)(b-l)
0 ab

±1/2 Td/2 o

q±XI2q+dl2
0 0 q+X(a-\\b+\)

AT (4.10)

g±(1)(AA_) = X_1XUJ(AA_)X±(l)/ r~\

±1A

maq±XI2S_qTdl2
0

A_A_AT

0

0

0 [2]aq±il2S2^^2SZX q+XS2iS_SI2
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q±X<3>
PL/172/*72 (a-\Y\b+\)-\a-\Ub+\\

pl/372/*72

0

0

q+\a-2y\b +2)-\a-2Ub + 2\Cj

Note that as Au —> Au2\ with the substitution q —> q~X it must follow that
r(1)(A//)->l+(1)(A//) and g~^l\Au) —> g+^l\Au) with q-^q~X. This result and the
results above will become important in section (IV.4), where the conditions on the twist
elements as deforming maps —> ^^(AV) are derived.

Definition XXII. The undeformed canonical two tensor t then takes on a simple form
that is symmetric and linear in N+ <8> Aip. From its definition,

,+(D(/) _ !±(l)(4^ 0 ^ + 2iy+ 0 s_ + 2S_ 0 ^

= 4T(1)(A;)i5; + 2r(1)(i5V)Al+ 2T(1)(A1)AT+,

l±(1)(/) =
4NZ 2S_

0

4V+
4N+
0

0

2S_

-4S,

(4.11a)

The equivalent semirepresentations g±(yXI2\t) then take a form whose components are

independent of S+, and hence mutually commuting. Recalling that

N_A; = (S- SZ)(S+ Sz + 1) = ab, d = 2SZ +1 and S±SZ = (Sz + n)S+,

g±(1)(/)^x_i±(1)(/)x:1 =

4SZ

4S_S+

0

2S_SZ

0

0

2S^SI2

V
4S2:S+SZl -4S?SzSI2
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g±(1)W =

2<y-l) 2 0
4ab 0 2

0 4(a-l)(b + l) -2(^+3)
(4.11b)

Definition XXIIL Definition of the negative semirepresentation of the quasitriangular
structure, l-^ (./?), is more complicated in that it involves the manipulation of an

operator valued infinite series. Treating Majid's form (Def. II) for R as an expansion in
S+ ® and recalling that T(1)(J?) = 0 and hence 1±(1)(<5+ ® Sf) = 0 for n > 3,

l-(1)(j?) = \<x\q2S*®Si )r(1)(^l ® 1 + q~Xp{qS* ® q~Sz)(S+ ® S_)

+^2[2]q (q2Sz ® <f2Sz )(4 ® Si)+.

= ^2r(lS^fT(1)(l)l + q~]pT(l)(qSz)q~Szr(l\s+)S_

+qpl[2]q1 r(1\q2Sz )q'2Szr(1\j2)S2+...

r(V(R) =

2S.
r Z S7 7i

pq ZS_

0 1 -1 -Sz~c
pq q ZS_

0 0
-2S,
q z

(4.12a)

with p= q-q \ S_ = <f>2T_ and O = a lb \a\q[b\c/. The equivalent semirepresention
is then constructed by means of the gauge transformation (4.4a),

-1 i— lr

'

q2S* pqSzS_SlX [2D1 p2q~XS2Sl2
g_(1)(7?) = x_r(1)(T?)x:1 o

o

S_STX pq~' S2q SzS_Sl2
s.2 -2S- rr~2
q 2S_
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g-(1)(^) =
q2S* pqS*<b m}l/?grl<b(a-l)-\&+l)-l[a-l]9[b + l]f
0 1 pq~2q~Sz(a-\yX(b+\y1[a-\~lq[b+l\q
0 0

-4 —2SZ
q q 2

.(4.12b)

The identical argument is used in the construction of the transpose element 1 ^(j?>|).
Taking the transpose ofMajid's form,

r(1)(7?21) = r(l\q2Sz®Sz r(»(1®1 + q~lp(q~Sz ® qSz )(S_ 0 S+)

+qp2[2]-\q-2*z®q2Sz)(S2®S2)+.

= q2r(S*)Sf T(1)(l)l + q~lpT(l)(q ^)q^r{l)(S_)S+

+qp2[2]-lr{l\q 2Sz)q2S^T(l\S2)Si+..),

r(1)(7?2i)

2Sz
q z

[2\9pq~lqS-'S+
0 0

1 0

-S, c -2Sr\2\qp2q~XS2 \22\qpq~ S+ q

(4.13a)

,2Sr
q o

o[2\9pq~lS_f*S+ S_SZl
[2\gp2q~XS2-Si [2\qp£q~S2S+SI1 £q~~2SzSZ2

••• g_(1)(^2l) =

2S.
q 2

[2\gpq~XqSzab
0

1

0

0

[2\qp2q-Xatfa-1)(£+1) [2\^pq~2q Sz(a-l)(b+l) q'Aq 2Sz
(4.13b)
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Definition XXTV. Both the positive and negative semirepresentations g±(^\Q) of the
QIKF follow directly from its definition (III) as the product of the quasitriangular
structure with its transpose, namely

l±(1)(^)-l±0)(^2l)l±(1)(^),

i±«()?21) = It(1)(^)- (4.14)

Transforming and combining these two equations and substituting the forms (4.12b,
4.13b) for g±(^(2?) then gives

g-(1)(£) = x_rt,t(^)x:1 = x_r^(v?21 )xzlx_r^(F)xzl = g~u;(^2i)g~w(^)"Olr/ow1 - v i-0) -iY i-(l)/ o^v-i _ „-(!)/ -0)/

2S.
q 2

P\qpq'XqSzab
0

1

0

0

[2\qP2q~lab(a-\)(b+\) [2\qpq~2q S2(a-l)(b + l) q'4q 2Sz

X

q2S* pqS[2]-1p2q-1cP(a-irl(^+l)-1[a-l^[b+l]^
0 1 pq~2q~Sz (a-ir\b+\rl[a-\\[b+l^
0 0 -4 -2S.

q q

F\.Q)
4SZ

q 2

[2\qpfS*\a\q\b\q
V-\qP2q~Xq1SzVa\cfa-\\{b\q\b+\\g

IS,
pq -

\f\qpi<f'Sz\a\qYb\q + 1

m-1 2 -1 2Sz\f\q p q q 2

p2q~XqSz[a\q[b\g + pq~2q~Sz
P2p(p\a\p}g + [2]f pf2S'\a-l]p+ l]f + PPS'

(4.15a)
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and

g+0)(£) = g+0)(^2l)g+(1)(^) = g_(1)(^)g"(1)(^2l)

fSz pqSz® [2\y pAq '(£+1) l[a- \}q[b+\\c
0 1 M-2q-S*(a-\y\b+\)-\a-\\q[b+\\q
0

-1 2 -1 -1, V —1 r

0 -4 -IS,
q q z

X

2S,
q z

\2\qpq~XqSzab
0

1

0

0

[2]gp2q~1ab(a-l)(b + l) [2]gpq-2q-^(a-l)(b+l) q~4q2Sz

g+0)(^)
(p2q-2[a-l\ff[b + l]„ + + V

2S, 4S,
Jq V iq.

¥
V

[2h(p3q 2q SzYa-\\a\_b^\\(i+ pqSz\d\M
[2Lp2q-5q-2Sz[a]Ja-l]Jb\Jb+l\

qL jq

q 1 W " )Va\qi"iq
qL-jqL" • >jq

3 -3 -S, r n r/. , n , m-1 2 -5 -2*5",
z7 q q z[a-\]q[b+\]q +pq z [2]q p q q z
[2\l/p1pf1S'\a-]\/J\/,+ l|, +1
[l\pPPS*\.a-\\\b+\\ -8 —4S,

q q z

(4.15b)

IV.2. Construction ofgeneralforms for\~^X\F) in three variables.

The negative y'=T semirepresentation of Drinfel'd's twist map element is now constructed
from the diagonalising matrices for the canonical two-tensor and QIKF. It will then be
demonstrated that the general form lor the negative semirepresentation V^fF) thus
obtained maps to its corresponding positive semirepresentation,
with the substitution q —> q~X.

Proposition XXXV. The canonical two-tensor l±(-^(/) diagonalises to a matrix of
eigenvalues whose components are central, in that they are functional of the central
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element S. The diagonalising matrix takes the form x_1DV, where x_ is the diagonal

matrix (4.4a),

D

1 1 1

2a ny+1) -2b
2a(a-\) -2(a-l)(b+l) 2b(b + l)

(4.16a)

being the diagonalising matrix for the equivalent representation g+i~ lUj). D is then non-

singular as |D|= 2c(c- l)(c+1) ^ 0, so that

D-1 -^-'(c-irV+ir

Further

\c-l)2b(b+X) 2(c-l)(b+l) (c-1?
4cab -2c(d+l) -2c

(c+ X)2a(a-X) -2(c + l)(a-\) (c+1)

(4.16b)

v = diagonal(W+, nl'+,W"+) (4.17)

is a matrix of operator-valued components that are completely arbitrary save that they are
functionals of S, Sz and independent of S±. Then the matrix of eigenvalues

so that

X = D_1g±(1)(/)D = diagona/(-2(c-l),4,2(c+l))

v_1xv = v~1d~1x_x:1g±(1)(/)x_x:1Dv

= v_1d"1x_1±(1)(/)x:1dv,

(4.18a)

x = (x:,dv)-1i±(1)(/)x:1dv. (4.18b)

Post-multiplication of D by the matrix V is equivalent to the multiplication of the
individual (column) eigenvectors that compose D by the variables W±, W1, n/"1, and is
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the direct expression of the arbitrariness of these eigenvectors. These variables will play a

central role in the arguments of the remaining sections.

Proof The technique whereby the sets of eigenvalues and eigenvectors are obtained for a

matrix of the form (4.1 lb) has been demonstrated (Prop. XIX). Yielding to the increased
complexity of the j= 1 semirepresentations, it would be simpler to demonstrate that the
column vectors of D are eigenvectors of g±*-1'*(/) with corresponding eigenvalues A. by
direct substitution of (4.1 lb, 4.16a) in the eigenvector equation,

with

g±(1)CW = ^xx-

Substituting,

g±(1)<y)*i

Aj =-2(<?-l),A2 =4,A3 =2(<?+l);

Xj = ~{\,2a,2a(a — 1)},

x2=-{l,-(</+!),-2(a-l)(b+l)},

x3 = -{1,-2b,-26(3+1)} •

2(d-1) 2 0
4ab 0 2

0 4(a - l)(b +1) —2(d + 3)

1

2a

2a(a-\)

2(d-l) + 4a
(2b+2(a-\))2a

(4(^+1) — 2(d + 3))2a(a-l)

- —2(c — \)x\,

g±(1)(0x2 = -

2(d-1) 2 0
4ab 0 2

0 4(a - l)(b + 1) -2(d+ 3)

1

-(^+1)
-2(a-\)(b+\)

2(d-l)-2(d+l)
4(ab- (a-l)(b+l))

(-2(d+1) + 2(d + 3))2(a-l)(b+l)
■4x2,
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g±(1V)x3
2(d-l) 2 0
4ab 0 2

0 4(a-l)(b + l) -2{d+ 3)

1

-2b

2b(6+l)

\

2(d-l) - 4b
(2a + 2(b+\))2b

-(4(a-l) + 2(d+3))2b(b + \)

■ 2(c+ l)x3.

Neglecting arbitrary numerical factors, the diagonalising matrix D can be constructed from
the eigenvectors x^, as required. •

Proposition XXXVI. The diagonalising matrix D for the canonical two-tensor g^1^/)
also diagonalises the undeformed Q-matrix, Q= q' being introduced (Def. VIII)
as the twist map for the (symmetric) primitive coproduct structure of U{slf)- The
resulting matrix of eigenvalues A is expressed as a ^-exponential of the (diagonal) matrix of
eigenvalues X. Thus,

g±(1)teW(/), (4.19a)

A = D_1g±(1)(£)D = diagona/{q~2^c~X) ,qA (4.19b)

Proof The result follows directly from the definition of the undeformed Q-Matrix
g±(^(f?) as an exponential expansion in the canonical two-tensor g^1-^/) -1 •

Proposition XXXVTI. The QIKF \ ^\Q) also diagonalises to a matrix of eigenvalues
whose components are functionals of the central element S. The diagonalising matrix
takes the form XI1DV, where again X_ is the diagonal matrix (4.4a),

1 See Cornwell (1984b), p. 408, and unpublished notes.
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A
1 1 1

g-X,2q-c,2\2Ua\a qXI2{q-cl\a\a-q-Xqcl2[b + 1L) -q~mqcl2[2\Mql"iq v \n L"J q v v 1 liqJ v •/ o-iqv^iq

q[a\q[a-\]q -[Z\q[a-\\q[b+\]q q~lqc[2\p[b]?[b+ \]qJ
(4.20)

is the diagonalising matrix for the equivalent representation g D being non-

singular as | D|^ 0. and

V = diagonal'(w'+, w"+, w"'+) (4.21)

is a matrix of (now g-dependent) operator-valued components that are completely
arbitrary save that they are functionals of S, S:. Then

A = D_1g~(1)(£?)D = diagona/{q~2{c'l),qA ,q2(c+l)), (4.22a)

so that

v_1av = v~1D~1x_x:1g"(1)(£?)x_x:1Dv

!n_1v= v_1D"1x_ru^(^)x:iDv,

a = (x:1Dvr1r(1)(^)x:1Dv. (4.22b)

From (4.19b) and (4.22b), the undeformed Q-matrix g±(^(£?) and the QIKF
diagonalise to the same matrix of eigenvalues.

Proof. As with the diagonalising matrix (4.16a) for the canonical 2-tensor, the proof
consists in the demonstration that the column vectors of D are eigenvectors of g~^\Q)
with corresponding eigenvalues A,

with

g (1)(^)x^ = A/t*k (4.23a)
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A! = <r2(£M),A2 = /,A3 = /^+1); (4.23b)

X2={1,/Vc/2[^-^1/2^/2[^+1]^-[2]^[^-1]^[^+1]^}, (4.23C)

x3={l-^1/V2[2y^^-Vl2]^]^ + l]y}.

Neglecting arbitrary (operator valued) factors, direct substitution of (4.15a, 4.23c) into
(4.23a) gives the required result. •

Proposition XXXVIII. The diagonalising matrix for the positive semirepresentation
S°f the deformed QIKF can be obtained by the substitution q—>q~X in the
matrix D of (4.20). Thus

D"+=- [2]?AV/2M?
[2LwC\#\Ja-l],

q~1/2(qc/2[al qq~c/2[b+ IN)
-[2\Ja-l\Jb+ll

1

roi si~ if\XA\qtf L Jq

[2]aqq-c[6\Jb+ 1] 9J

(4.24)

then diagonalises to the same matrix of eigenvalues (4.19b) as g ^(f?).

Proof. As with the diagonalising matrix (4.16a) for the canonical 2-tensor, the proof
consists in the demonstration that the column vectors of D are eigenvectors of g_^(f?)
with corresponding eigenvalues A,

with

g+0)(£)x/- = A/-x^

A1=^-1),A2^4,A3 = ^+1);

(4.25a)

(4.25b)
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*1 = {U2]^m9cn[a\f,[2\nc[a\[a-\\g},

X2={1j?-1/2//2M?-?i,V<7,2[^+1V>-[2]?[«-1]?['»+1]?>> (4.25C)

%HW2]?AVWV]?,[2Vw~'t^+l]?}.

Neglecting arbitrary (operator valued) factors, direct substitution of (4.15b, 4.25c) into
(4.25a) gives the required result. •

Proposition XXXIX. A general form for the j= 1 negative semirepresentation of
Drinfel'd's twist map element can be constructed from the diagonalising matrices, D and
D, of the QIKF and the canonical 2-tensor, giving

r(1)(/7) = XI1DVD~1X_, (4.26)

V = diagonal(W~,W~, wl"~)

being a matrix of arbitrary functional W~ ,W~ ,\d" of S and Sz. Allowing
W~, W'~, W"~to vary over the set of continuous functions of S, Sz then sweeps out a

continuous set of elements r^(A). The explicit construction gives

r'^^Xl'g^^^X. (4.27)

with

g-(1)(A> w-g<x\F)+ H/'-g-(1)(Ay') + w"-gQ\r"yt

2^ l[b\q[b + \]q
2[2\qqXI2qcl2aHb+\-\q 2[2\qqmqd2a[b+ l\q
2[2\qqqcab(a-l)(b+l) 2[2\qqqca(a-l)(b+ 1)
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b-\b+\y\b\qYb+\\q
[2\gqmqcl2a(b+\y\b+\\

{2\aqqca(a -X)

g<x\F") = n"-\xl2/12
2[a\q[b\q -{ab) X[a\q[b\g(d +1)
2aKb" -&"(d + 1)

-2[2\gab(a-l)(b +1) [2y(a-\)(b + \)(d+l)

-(aby\a\q\b\q
-O'

[2]Ja-l)(b+l)

2[a]Ja-ll -2a [a\Ja-l],

~2\2\qql/2q~c/2at{a -\\q 2[2\qqX'2q~d2 -Y\q
2[2\e/qq~cab(a-l)(b+l) -2[2\„qq~cb(a-l)(b+\)

a l(a-1) l[a\q[a-l]q
-[2]qq1/2q~c/2b(a-\yl[a-ll

[2hqq~cb(b+l)

y = 2fc+i),y/ = (c+i)(c-i),y//=2c(c-i),

0" = q~1/2qc/2[a\„ - ql/2q'c/2[b+ IF.

I ^(F) reduces to the identity in the limit g—>1 provided W ,W ,W" —»1 as q—> 1.
Further, as the constituent matrices X_,D and D are all non-singular, the sole condition
for the non-singularity, and hence invertibility, of 1~<^(/'T) is that the determinant of V be
non-zero. Hence the variables W~, W~, W"~ must always be chosen to be non-zero.

Proof The proof follows directly from the substitution of the general form (4.26) into
the definition (4.2b) for the deforming map I ^(£?)—>1 (£?), along with the
observation that the matrices of eigenvectors for the undeformed Q-matrix and the QIKF
are identical. Substituting,
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r(1)(£?) = X:1DVD~1X_I±(1)(£)(X:1dvd_1X_)~1

<=> x_r(1)(^)x:1 = DVD"1x_r(1)(^)x:1DV"1D_1

<=> D-]g~^0)D = VD^g-WteODV"1

<=> A = VAV-1 = A,

as required. Substituting the diagonalising matrices (4.16b, 4.20) with (4.4a) and
multiplying through then gives the explicit form (4.27) for •

Proposition XL. The positive semirepresentation of the general form of the twist map

element l+^(/r) is obtained from the form (4.26, 4.27) of the negative

semirepresentation with the substitution q—)q~^. Substituting q—> q ^ in
(4.26),

i+Q\/r) = X:jD+V+D_1X_, (4.28)

V+ = diagonal( vP+, W+, F"+)

V+ is a matrix of arbitrary functional m/+, nr+, iP"+ such that
W~, , W"~ —> vP+, nl'+, ui"+ with the q —> q"^ substitution, X_,D are q-

independent, and D+ is the diagonalising matrix (4.24) for the positive semirepresentation
of the QIKF, Substituting q—> q~1 in (4.27) gives the explicit construction for

l+(I)(/0,

1+(1)(A) = XI1g+(1)(A)X_ (4.29)

with

g+0)(^)= H/+g+(1)(^)+ ,i/'+g+(1)(^")+ n///+g+(1)(AT,/');
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g+(l)on=//-y
2[3W+l\e 2b~\bUb + \]t

2[2\qq-ll2q-cl2ab{b+\\q 2[2\qq~mq~c'2a[b+\}q
2[2\ffq~lq~cab(a-\){b+1) 2[2\ffq~lq~ca(a-\)(b+l)

b-^b+iy^b^b+i]?
[21qq-ll2q-c/2a(b+\y\b + \\

[2]ffq-lq-ca(a-l)

g+^\F") = n'»-y1/2^/2
2[a\Jb\qi"iq

2M'

~(ab) 1[a]q[b]q(t/+1)
-3>"+(y + l)

-2[2\aab(a-l)(b+l) [2]Ja-\){b+\\d+\)

-(ab)~l\a]q[b\q
-0//+

\2\Ja-\)(b + l)

g+V\j?"') = n"'~Xq~b
2[aUa-l]e -2a [a\Ja-1]

-2[2\qq~1/2qc/2ab[a-l\q 2[2\qq~U2qc/2b[a-l]q
2[2\qq~lqcab(a-l)(b+l) -2[2\qq~lqcb(a- l)(b +1)

a \a-1) l[a\q[a-\\q
\2\qq'mqcl2lfa-\y\a-\\

[2\ffq~lqcb(b+\)

+ -yl/2 —c/lr "l -1/2 r/2r / , 1]
^ ^ ^ Yb^\\q.

As with I-*-^/7), I4"*-1^/7) reduces to the identity in the limit g—> 1 provided
m/+, n/,+ , n/"+ —> 1 as <7—>1. The condition for the invertibility of l+^'-)(A) is that the
determinant of V+ be non-zero, and hence the variables vP+, >P'+, vP"+ must always be
chosen to be non-zero.
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Proof The proof follows directly from the substitution of the general form (4.28) into
the definition (4.2b) for the deforming map with the observation
that the eigenvalues for the undeformed Q-matrix and the QIKF are identical, and the
further observation that the positive and negative semirepresentations of the QIKF also
diagonalise to the same set of eigenvalues. Substituting (4.28) in (4.2b),

l+(1)(i?) = X:1D+V+D~1X_l+(1)(^)(XI1D+V+D~1X_r1

<=> XJ+(1)(^)XI1 =D+V+D"1X_l+(1)(^)X:1D(V+)-1(D+r1

<=> (DVg+(1)(£)D+ = V

« A = V+A(V+)-1 = A,

as required. Substituting the diagonalising matrices (4.16b, 4.24) with (4.4a) and
multiplying through then gives the explicit form (4.29) for 1+^(AT). •

IV.3. Properties ofthe generalforms \~{]>\j7) as twist maps.

This section lays out the conditions for the general forms (4.27, 4.29) of the semi-
representations 1±<-1-)(AT) as twist maps l^1^/7):!^1^.#) —> 1±(^(./?). The arbitrary
variables now take on a central role in that it will be shown that these

conditions on the ^^(/Q will in each case reduce to a set of restrictions on the form of

W±,W'L,W"L.

Proposition XLI. The general forms (4.27, 4.29) for the ^^(/Q satisfy the twist map
conditions (4.2), treated as expansions in the deforming parameter h, provided
W±, Wr±, n/"1 —> 1 in the limit q—> 1. To first order in h expansion of the 1±^1-'(AT)
takes the form
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,±0)(^ s ^(/(O)) + l±^\/{l))b+.. (4.30)

with

i±(0</(o)) = g±(1,(/(o)) = i;

i±(1)(/(d)

g±0)(/(i))=x_i±0)(/(1))x:' =2

0 ±A_ o N

+2A+ 0 ±A_ 5

0 +2A+ 0
,

'
0 ±1 oN

1
_ l

2
Flab

, 0 +2( ci —

0

i)(^+i)

±i

°,

Proof. An expansion of the twist map condition (4.2) has been carried out (Prop. VII).
Construction of the semirepresentations of that expansion to zero and first order in h
gives (4.30). Expansion of the forms (4.27, 4.29) for the ^'(A*) must now reduce to

(4.30) to zero and first order in h. Defining

M//± = + "\P'~ "af + a'P- (431)

w* s ^+ «/;')±^+ + OC3);
= u"u"' + u'u"i/"h +1 </'//"0//2 + u"2 + u'"1 -1)1? + ah')..

with u',u",u'" eU(sl2), the expansion of the product involving ^-brackets being
calculated with Mcithematica. Using these results and expanding g^^A"), g^^(A"),
g±(l)(y?"') from (4.27, 4.29) to zero and first order in h,

g±{'\f)= g±m(f{o)) + g±m (/()))/>+■

=g±(1,(y<6))+g±m(f[\))6+- (4.32)
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g±(l)(/"') = gIW(/<5,)+gIk"(/(i))^+-- „±(o ±(i),

g±<1)(7(0)) = «'"1
2b(b + \) 2{b+\) 1
4ab(b + l) 4a(b + l) 2a

4ab(a-l)(b+l) 4a(a-l)(b+l) 2a(a-l)

g±(1)(/(D)=«/-l
±2ab{b +1) ±2^+1)

+2^^+l)(^+l) +2*(£+!)(</+1)

±77

+t?(T/ +1)

+4ab(a-\)(b+l)2 +4a(a-l)(b + \f +2a{a-\)(b + l) J

g±{X\f'(o)) = //-i
-(</+!)

\2

-12ab

-2atfd +1) (^+l)z (^+1)
-4^^-1X^ + 1) 2(T?- 1)(Z> + 1)(T/+ 1) 2(^7-l)(^ + l)

+ab(d+1) ±i<«/+1)2 ±1(^+1)
g±(1)C/(1) ) = ±2abtyd + 1) + 4(T7A) +(t/+l)2 ± 2T7Z<7/+1) +(T/+1) ± 2T7^

±277Z<77-1)(^+1)(^+1) +(77-1)(^+1)(t/+1)2 +(*-l)(£+l)0/ + l)

r±(l) (fib)) n
///-1

2a(a-1)
-4ab(a- 1)

4^^X72' — 1)(Z'+ 1)

-2(77-1) 1
4b(a-l) -2b

-4b(a-l)(b+\) 2b(b + \)

%±m(/({))=»///-l
+2ab(a-1)

±2ab(a-l)(d+1)
±2^77-1)

+2b(a-l)(d+l)

+b

±b(d+1)

±4ab(a-l)2(b+l) +4b(a-l)2(b+l) ±2b(a-\){b+\)

with ri,n",ri" defined in (4.27). From (4.27, 4.30), g^^i-F) can be treated as both an

expansion in h and a functional of the variables vd±, ,Wn±,

g±(1)(^ = g±ro(/(0)) + g±(1)(/(1)v+...,

g±(1)(7X = vd±g±m(F) + vd,±g±W(F') + h/"V(1)(^").
Thus
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g±a)(/) = («(0ij + «(^+...Kg±<1)(4o)) + g±<1)(4i))^+-)

■K«f0) + »/;^+...)(g±(I)(/(6)) + g±<1)(/(i))^+.-.)

+(«(ojt + «(;f^+...xg±(l)(/(o))+g±(l)(/<f))^+--).

after substituting the expansions (4.31) of n/±,W±,W" and rearranging. Collecting
terms in zero and first order in h and substituting from (4.32),

g+<^(/(0))- ^0)g+^C/(0)) + >fo)g+(1)C/a>))+ H(o) (/(0))■>

g+(1\/(l)) = H(o+)g+(1)(/(l))+ ^l+)g+^C/(0)) + Hf0)g+(1)C^1))+ Hfi)g+(1)C/To))

+<#g±0)C/a))+<g±(1)(y(cf))-

Defining n = 2c(c + l)(c-1), recalling that 4ab=cr - d~ and-arguing from the results of
the previous section-setting = 1, w/* = vtF^ = = 0,

g±(1)(/(0)) = «"'
(c— l)2b(b+\) + 4abc+ (c+l)2a(a-\)

(c-l)4ab(b + l) -\abcfd+1) - (c+ X)4ab(a-1)
(c-\)4ab(a-\)(b+\) - 8abc(a-l)(b+l) + (c+l)4ab(a-l)(b+l)

(c-l)2(b + l) - 2fd+1) - (c+ l)2(a-l)
(c-l)a(b+1) + 4c(d+1)2 + (c+ \)b(a-1)

(c-l)4a(a-l)(b+l) + 4c(a-l)(b + l)(d +1) - (<?+ l)4b(a — l)(b + l)

(c-l) -2c+ (c+l)
(c-l)2a + 2c(d+1) - (c+l)2b

(c-l)2a(a-\) + 4c(a-l)(b + l) + (c+\)2b(b+\)
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n

c{2(? +2d + 2ab) - 2cd -2c
4abc(d- d + 1 -1 +1) - 4ab(c+ 1-1)
4ab(a-l)(b + l)(c-l-2c+c+l)

2c(d- d+1) -2c (c-1) - 2c+ (c+1)
2c(4ab+d2 +l)-4c 2c-2c
4(a — l)(b + l)(cd- cd) 2(? - 2cd— 4c+ 2c— 2d2

= 1,

g±0)(/(i))

n

±(c- l)2ab(b+l) + 2abtfd +1) + (c+l)2ab(a-l)
+(c-l)2ab(b + l)(d +1) + 8c(ab)2 ±4abc{d +1)±(c+ l)2ab(a-l)(d+1)

+(c- 1)4ab(a-l)(b+l)2 ±4abc(a-l)(b + l)(d+1) ± (c+1)4ab(a-\)2{b+1)

±{c -1)2a{b +1) ± fd + if ±{c+1)2b{a-\)
+(c-l)2a(b+l)(d+l)±4abc(d+l) + 2c(d+l)2+(c+l)2b(a-l)(d+l)
+(c-l)4a(a-l)(b+l)2+2c(a-l)(b+l)(d+l)2+(c+l)4b(a-l)2(b+l)

±(c— l)a±c(d+l) + (c+1 )b
+(c-l)a{d+1) ± 4cab+ 2<fd +1) ± (c+l)b(d +1)

+(c-l)2a(a-l)(b + l) + 2c(a-l)(b+l)(d+l)±(c+l)2b(a-l)(b+l)

= n,-i
±2abcfd- d+1-1) + 2ab(c+ 1 - 1)
+2abc{4ab + d2 + d) ± 2abcfd +1)

+4abc(a-l)(b+ l)(d- d+2-l)± 4ab(a-l)(b+l)(c+1-1)

±c(4ab-2d+d +2d+l) + 2c
+2c(d+l)(d-d+l)±2(d+l)c

+c(d- d-1) + c
+c((d+1)(2 - d) - 4ab) ±fd+1)

+2c(a - 1)(b + 1)(4ab+ d + 1) ± 4(a-l)(b+ l)c +2c(a-l)(b+l)±2(a-l)(b+l)c

0 ±1 0

+2ab 0 ±1

0 +2(a-l)(b+l) 0

which are the required results. •
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Proposition XLH The general forms (4.27, 4.29) for the semirepresentations l±<-^(/r)
are invariant with respect to post-multiplication by the (symmetric) canonical 2-tensor
1±(-1\/). Post-multiplication by l^1^) is equivalent to the substitution
W±,W'±,W"± ^-2{c-\)W±,An/'±,2{c+\)W"±, -2(c-l),4,2(c+\) being the

eigenvalues of 1±^(/'), so that

1±(1)(7701±(1)(/) = —2(c— 1)w/±l±(1)(/71') + 4vP'±1±^\fv') + 2(c+ l)n/"±l±(1)(/7r//). (4.33)

Proof. The proof comes out of evaluating l±^(JA*)l±^1\/),l±^(/ry')l±^(/) and

l±(1)(/y/,)l±(1)(/) individually using (4.11, 4.27, 4.29). Substituting into (4.33) then gives
the required result. •

Proposition XLIII. The general forms (4.27, 4.29) for the semirepresentations ^^(T7)
are invariant with respect to pre-multiplication by the QIKF, l±(^(f?). Pre-

multiplication by is equivalent to the substitution
W±,W'±,W"± -4 q-2^c-X)W±^W'±,^X)W"±, q'2^,q\q2{c+X) being the
eigenvalues of ^^(f?), so that

l±il\£?)l±(l\j^ = q~2(c~l)H/±\±(1\F') + q4H/'±l±m(Fy') + q2ic+l)H/"±l±il\FY").(4.34)

Proof The proof comes out of evaluating the individual products 1±^\£?)\±^\fv) ,
1±^1\^)1±^1^(77") and l±(-1-)(f7)Iusing (4.15, 4.27, 4.29). Substituting into
(4.34) then gives the required result. •

IV.4. Conditions on the l f'(F) as coproduct deforming maps.

This is a short section in which the conditions on the twist elements l^1^/7) as

semirepresentations of the deforming map for the coproduct structure of U(slf) are

determined, which again will reduce to restrictions on the form of the arbitrary variables
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vP~, . Note that as A//2i=A// and A#—>A//21, //e U{slf), with the
substitution q—> q~^,

r(1)(A»)r(1)(i^) = r(1)(^)r(1)(A//)
implies

l+(1)(A//)l+(1)(yO = 1+0)(^1+(1)(A«) (4.35)

and the results derived for the negative, will also hold for the positive,
semirepresentations

Proposition XLIV. The semirepresentation F^^T7) of Drinfel'd's twist element must
commute with the coproduct 1~^(AAZ), or

F(1)(AAZ)F(1)(A) = F(1)(F)F(1)(AAZ) (4.36)

Proof. The vP±, Wr±, are arbitrary, so after transformation with X_ (4.36) must
hold separately for the g~^(F'), g~^(F") andgof (4.27),

g-«(AAz)g-(1)(Al = g<X\F)g<X\/SSz),
so that

g-(1)(AAz)g-(1)(F-) = g-(1)(^)g"(1)(AAz),

g"(1)(AAz)g-(1)(/7") = g-(1)(^')g_(1)(AAz),

g-^(AAz)g-(1V) = g~<-1-'(/r",)g~(1)(AAz).

Substituting from (4.8),

<S, + l)Ig-(1)(/*) = g-(l)(/-)(^ +1)1,

(J. + l)Ig"(1)(/-') = g"(l)(/"Ksz +1)1,
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(Sz + l)Ig= g<X\F"){Sz +1)1,

which is an identity as the components of g^^Z7), gand g ^(Z7"") are

independent of A+. •

Proposition XLV. The form (4.27) for I ^(Z7) provides a deforming map

F^^AA).) —> F^^AA).) if the arbitrary variables W~, W~, W"~ are central, that is

F(1)(AA+)F(1)(Z) = F(1)(Z)F(1)(AA+) (4.37)

provided

S+vF = vPS+, A).W - vP'S+,

S+W" = W"S+.

Proof Again, the equivalent form for (4.37) must hold independently for g ^->(Zy),
g~(1)(/r") ancj as W~, W~, W"~ are arbitrary. Transforming with X_ gives

g-(1)(AA+)g-(1)(^) = g-(1)(^g-^(AS+)
so that

g-(I)(AJ+)g-(1)(/) = g-("(/lg-(1)(AJ+),

g-™(AAV)g'W(A") = g_<1)(^")g"0)(A^+).

g-<I)(AA+)g-("(/"') = g_(l,(^")g^<1)(AA;).

Substituting from (4.8, 4.9, 4.27) then eventually gives S+vP = vPS+, S+W - vP'S+ and
S+W" = u/"S+, which is the required result. •

Proposition XLVI. That the semirepresentation 1 ^(Z7) provides a deforming map

l~(1)(Z7):l_(1)(Ai52) —> F^(AA_) follows immediately from the definition of F^^Z1) as
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a map 1 ^(/^):I ^(AA).) —> 1 ^(AA).). The deforming map for I UJ(AA_) then
reduces (Prop. VI) to a gauge transformation for a ^-functional 1~^(A.T) of S, Sz. Thus

i-(D (0/A e

r(1)(Ar)n^(/o = rwc/orw(AA),-(i) (Or (4.38)

with

1~(1)(AA) =
{q2 + q~A)qd-[2\q^g-d^q-2Y

p2q-mqd,\2LS+
p2q~ll2qdl2F

-d , v

+? 4)^-[2]^^ " + Y
2 -1/2 i//2r^i rr
p q q [2]qS+

p2qXI2qdl2S_
(.q2 + q~4)qd-[2\„q-lq-d+q2Y

r(1)(Ar) = + ^-V2r(1)(/)+(c+9)i_

Y = qc + q~u.

Proof. The negative j= 1 semirepresentation of the map AY = FAYF~X is constructed
using (1.30) with the irreducible representation (4.5, 4.6). That (4.38) holds can at least
be partially demonstrated though expansion of r<^(AJT),l~('1\A.r) in the deforming
parameter h, thus

r(1)(A?) = 2I + {21"(1)(/) + (C+ 9)I}/z2 + 0{/?).

Substituing into (4.38a) with the expansion (4.30) of the twist element 1 ^(.A) and
rearranging gives an identity up to second order in h. That is,

1~(1)(AA) = 21 + {21"(1)(/) + (C+ 9)1}A2 + 0(A3)

which follows from the form of (Prop VI). •
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IV.5. Partial construction ofDrinfel'd's twist element Ffrom \+^HF).

Finally, a construction of the third term of the form (4.1) of Drinfel'd's twist map F is
effected. As in Chapter Three, the starting point will be the assumption that the
individual terms of F are tensor products of the components of the semirepresentations
l±(0(y^ The variables W±, Wf± have been shown (Prop. XLV) to be central, so
the general forms (4.27, 4.29) for the 1±^1-*(A) reduce to

^(A) = u/±l±m(Fy)+H/'±l±W(F")+H/"±l±il\F"'); (4.39)

g^l\n = zr"-1{q±a
2[b]q[b+l]f 2b-\b-\q{b+\}qS_

2[2\qfmq*d\b\qS+ 2[2}qq±mqTd2(a + \)[b\q
2[2]^V4 2[2\„q±1q+c(a + 2)S+

b-\b + l)-l[3]q[b+l]q£
[2\qg±l,2^cl2{a + \)b-\b]qS_
V[2]ffq±lq+c(a + l)(a + 2)

g±(1\Fv/) = n"~\+x/2q+d/2
2[aUbl (ab)-1[a]Jb]Jc/+l)S_
20//±V

JqL"Jq\
/+ ,

\q\~ \q

,+ 1)
-2#±2[2L4

\

\qV"\q^

-Ow±iL
f±2[2Ua + l)(d-l)

2[a\q[a-l]q
±1/2 ±c/2r

qq q \c
2[2]qq±lq±cS$

-2a l[a]Ja-\](/S_
-2[2\qq±l/2q±c/2\a\qS+ 2[2\qq±1/2q±c/2(b-l)[a\q

-2[2Lq±1q±c(b-2)S+
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-{2\ril2rcl2a-\b-l)[a]r/S_ ;

V-\garc(b-v,(b-2)
with

n' = 2fc+1), n" = (c + \)(c-= 2fc-\),

d)'"1 = q±mqTcl2[a-1], - q±X/2q±d\b\g.

Proposition XLVII. The positive semirepresentation l+<-1\/7) is obtained from l"*-^/7)
with the substitution q —> q~\ The T^1-^/7) are then semirepresentations of an element
Fe U(sl2) ® U{st2) if and only if the variables W±, are invariant with respect
to the q^>q~^ substitution.

Proof. That l-*-^/7) —> l4"*-1^/7) with the substitution q—> q~1 has been demonstrated.
The condition that the l±'-^(/7) of (4.39) are semirepresentations of an element
Fe [/(sf)® U(s/2) is equivalent to the condition (Prop. XII) that the direct product
representation T^( l"®^1^/7)) forF satisfies

r«(i ±(x\f)jif)im= r^V^GO/.,),*, (4.40)
so that

r",(i±'l'(^iI)22 = r",(iwl,(^22)i|.

r(!' (,±(1) (^, J )33 = rd) (1+d) (^33 ),,,

r(l»(i±<l>(/022)22 = r(1)(iT<1)(^22)22,

r«(i±(1>(/)22)33 = ra)(iTC1>(^-)33)22,

r<1)(l±®(/l33)33 = r<1>(lT<1>(/)33)33, (4.41)
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r(1)(l±(1) (7^)12)21 = T(1) (1T(1) (7^)21 )l2>

r(1)(i±(1)(/7)12)32 = r(1)(iT(1)(7^32)12,

r(1) (1±(1) (^23 )2! = r(1) (iT« (7^2 J )23,

r(1)(i±(1)(7^)23)32 = rV><fQ\F)32)23,

r(1)(i±(1)(7^)13)31 = r(1)(iT(1)(7^)31)13.

Constructing the direct preduct representations r^^l^^T5")^), ^^(^^(t^')^), and
r^)(l±(1)(7cn"')/^) using (4.39) and the irreducible representations (4.5, 4.6),

r(i>d±(i)(^)ii) = r^(2n'g±a[b\q[b^x\q) = ±
[3]^[4]^ 0

0 <7±l[2]q[3]q 0
0 0 g±2[2\9)

r(l)(I±(1)(7^')ll) = F(1)(2/f'q+mg+m\a\g[b\9) = ±[2],
r0 0 0"

0 gT1 0
0 0 1

'0 0 0 A

r(i)(i±0)(/-)l,) - r<1>(2/VtV]?k - i]f) = 0 0 0

0 0 gT\\ v 7

rm(i±W(T')22) = r(l»(2«'[2]f?±l/2/V/2[^?(<7+i))=3t[2]?

r +2

YV\\±W(F')22) = r{l\-n"q+XI2g+m<&'"±(d-\))

•T1[3]* 0
0 2[2\q
0 0

0 0

0 0

0 tr1 - [3]

+1

r(D(i±<i)(jt.")22) = rm(2n'"{2]^+-V1/:2rdi)) =
'0 0 0^
0 1 0

v° 0 °y
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r<l)(l±<1)(/*)33) = r<>V/VVWa+ i)(» + 2)) = ~P2P}?
f\ 0 0 N
0 3q±X 0

V 0 0 6q.±2

r® (i±(l>(/-')33) = r«(//y'V ua+ ix*-1)) = 7 [2]4 L Jq

r\ 0 o'
0 q±X 0
0 0 0

r(i)(i±(i)(/--)33) = r<'W'Vi)(i-2)) = I[2]?
^ 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0

r<D(i±o)(/')12) = r®(2//V±ar1[^]?[^+i]4,J-) = ^[2](
0 0 0

0 /'[3L o
0 0 2q

+2

r(i)(I±(D(/p")12) = r(1)(-//V+1/2/^/2(^+ 1 = ~^2]^
' o o oA
Z1 o o

v o o oy

r(l)(1±(l)(^")l2) = Y^\-2ri"q+ba-\a\q[a-\}gS_) = -±[2]^
'0 0 0^
0 0 0

v° ^

r(1)(i±(1)(/y)2i) = r(1)(2^[2]^±1/2/Vc/2[^^+) =
0 ^+1[3]^ o
0 0 [2]f
0 0 0

rCU(i±CO(^")2i) = T{X)(2n"q+ll2q+dl2<S>"'±S+) = -
o /2-[3^ 0
0 0 +p[2\q
0 0 0

r(0(I±(l)(jC™)2l) = rm(-2»"'[2]ff+V/2p= -i[2]?i
/0 0 0A
0 0 1

vo 0 oy
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r(1)(i±(1)(^)23) = T{~V>{n'[2]qq±XI2q±aq+cl2[&\gb~\a + \)S_) = -j^[2]12

r(1)(i±(1)(^")23) = r(l)(-yV1/V+<//2<*>'"±£-) = --
o

+/7P]^

'
0 0 0^

[2]9 0 0
v 0 3q±X 0,

0 oA
0 0

±2
0 [3], - q" 0

r(1)(i±(1)(/*")23) = r(1)(-«'"[2]??+V1,Vrf2[^?""l(^-i)i) = -|P]?
'0 0 0^

1 0 0

V° 0 °J

f -TT) ^
0 1q 0

rW(i±(l>(/-)32) = rW(2«V±Wl£'P]?(«+2)^) = ^[2]? 0 0 3q

0 0 0

±1

r(l)(l±(l)(jt»)32) = r<1>(K"/"24'+'"V2[2]e(^-3)j;) = -i[2]41 J?

^0 0 0 N
0 0 q±l
0 0 0

rV\i±(1\r")32)=rW(-2H"yif±'<7±cl2]?a-2)so=-lm?
0 q±l 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
V /

r(i)(,±(i)(/-)13) = r«(«V±^-1(2.++i]fi?) = A[2]?
' 0 0 0N

0 0 0

0 o,

^0 0 0^
0 0 0

1 o o;v y

r^l\l±^(F'''f3) = r^(f/"q+ba-1(a-iyX[a\(7[a-\]qS1_) = -X-[2\9
r 0 0 0N

0 0 0

qTl 0 0
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rm(i±<1,(/*)31) = rm(2»Y"r\*ei2]f4) = f2]f
0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
v y

p(,)(l±(,)(Jc")3l)= Tm(-2n"q^29^Pl»4) = "(PI41 J?

^0 0 1A
0 0 0

0 0 0
/

r(|)(l±(1)(/"')3l) = r(1)(2«'VW±C[2L4) = T[2]I,'-"'

0 0 <7

0 0 0

0 0 0

±1

Back-substituting in (4.41) by way of (4.39) and making the replacement
r(1)(w/±),r(1->(n//±),r(1)(n/"±)—> M/±,wr±,nr'± gives a set of simultaneous equations
in the \P~ ,W~ ,W"~ ,or

12 ^ v1 k'

E [2]?[3], + x^1/' [2\ = X'1 i P]y[3]f - «/'+ i(^ - [3]?),//+ 1 / +2

x^i^Ply + x/^ip]^ + w/^i^'p], = x^^Ply + x^Ply + x/"+i/'[2]?,
.,/± 1 m2 . ,,///± 1 m _ ,./+ 1 roi2 , ,.///+ 1 m

6L J<7 6L~J7

Wii [2]? + B/-1 i([3]? - /2) = y [2]? + «/'+ i [2]f,

x/±l[2]?=l/+i[2]„,2L J7'

x/±iA2y3]?-B/'±i/l[2]?=B'Ti?±1[2]f[3]?+M/'+i(?±2-[3]?),

»/±l<'±2[2]? - x'^l/'Pl^ = x'+i^Ply - B/"+I/l[2]f,
- x'"* iPl„ = - - «/"+![2],,

x^ 1 /'Ply " x^ i([3]? - gQ)= »/Ti[2]f - iPl?,
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^ n f±2[2\f - n>r± i[2]? + [2]? = W* i/2[2]? - W* I[2]? + W* i?+1[2]?

The first and sixth equations immediately give W± = W+. Substituting in the fourth and
eighth equations gives w/"1 = u//,+. Then after some algebra the remaining equations will
give \F'~ = rZ'+, as required.#

Proposition XLVIII. The l^ftZ) are semirepresentations of the same element
F as the semirepresentations \±(^ll2\F) obtained in Chapter Three if
and only if the arbitrary variables \P, W, W" and V, v" satisfy certain internal
consistency conditions. These conditions are that

r(V) = I[2]^r(1/2V), (4.42)
and

r(1)(vw) = r(1/2)(H//).

No condition is set on W". The variables W, W, W" and v , v" are completely arbitrary,
save for the conditions obtained earlier, namely that they be non-zero, central, invariant
with respect to the substitution q—> q~] and reduce to the identity in the limit > 1.
Thus in practice (4.42) is a statement that the zero and first order term in S+ ® Sf of
Drinfel'd's 2-cocycle F obtained in section (III.5) can be constructed from l±^1-'(/7) with
the appropriate choice of W, W, W".

Proof The condition that the ^^(Z7) of (4.39) and the 1±^I2\ft) of (3.37) are

semirepresentations of the same element Fe U(slf) ® U(slf) is equivalent to the
condition (Prop XIII) that the direct product representations T^( \~^I2\F)) and

r(l/2)(I+(l)(Z)) satisfy

= r("2'(l+<"(yr)/OT)^, (4.43)
or equivalently

r(i)(r(i/2)(^i i)n = r(l/2)(i+(i)(^i i)Uf
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r(1)(r

r(1)(r

r(1)(r

r(1)(r

r(1)(r

r(1)(r

r(1)(r

r(1)(r

r(1)(r

1 >22 = r("2)(l+(1)(/r)22)11 •

"2)(-^)n)33 = r("2)(l+(1)(^)33)11.

"2)(^22)ll=r("2)(l+(1)(^ll)22.

m\n22)22 = r(l/2)(l+<1)(A)22)22,

"2,(^22)33 = r(l,2)(l+<1)(/)33)22,

1/2)<^)l2)21 r<l'2)(,+(D(jr)2l)|2j
1/2) (/l12)32=r<"2*(l+(1)(Jr)32),2,

r(l/2)(|+(1)(Jp)]2)21j"2>(^2l)l2

1/2^(/^2l)23 r("2)(,+(l)(jF)23)2i.

(4.44)

Constructing r(1,2)(l+<1'(/*)y2.), r" 2l(r'"(V-")Jt), and r,! 2,(]",l,(C");i.) using
(4.39) and the7=1/2 irreducible representations (3.5, 3.6) from the previous section,

r<"2) (1+C)(/')], > = r<"2>(2»V[^+1 = ip]?2[3]? 0"
0

r0/2)(1+(l)(^)n) = r{m)(2n"q~XI2<?~dl2[a\ [b\ ) = \q2 —1/2

r(l/2)(1+(l)(^'")ll) = q~\a\g{a-\\q) = 0;

r0 0"

v0 ly

r(l/2)(1+(D(^)22) = r(l/2)(2//[2] l/2^-C/2[^] (^+1))=l[2]6 ^

-1/2
^ [2]~ 0

0 2cj
1/2

^-[2]^ 0
0 g-mgJ

rd/2)(1+(i )(^")22) = r(1/2)(-//V_1/2^~^/2^'"+(^-i)) = -3

r(l/2) (,+(1) (^")22 ) = r(1/2)(2//"[2]^~6Jl2qpl2[a\g(b-1)) = 0;
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rO/2)(1+(l)(/*)33) = r(1)(«W c[2]f(a + \)(a + 2)) = ±[2]g
f i ^
2q 1 0

v 0 6,

r(l/2)(1+(l) (7^)33) = v^{n"q~V1q'da^\2\q{a^X){b-XS) = \[2\t
r

q]/2 0s
v 0 0y

r(l/2)(1+(D(^)33) = rW2\n'"q-bqqc[2\Jb-X)(b-2)) = 0;

r(l/2)(1+(l)(^)l2) = T{XIT>(2//qab~X [b\q[b + \\gS_ ) = I [2],
'o o'

°y

r(l/2)(1+(D(^)l2) = Y^{-n"q-mq-d,2{d+\\aby\a\q\_b-\qS_)^ --
r 0 o'

U"1/2 oj
Tm)i}+W{F"')u) = r^l2\-n",q-ba-\a\ [a-\\gS.) = 0\

r(l/2)(1+(D(^)2l) = T{-m)(2n'[2]gqmqaq c'2[b\S+) = X-[2?g
r _i/9^
0 q 1/2
v0 0 y

T{m){\+^){F,')2\) = T{-m\2n"q~XI2q S+)
/ 1 A
o

0 0

r(l/2)(1+(l)(_/r*")21) — r(l/2)(—2/?/"[2] ^ VV2[V+) = 0;

r(I72)(1+(1)(/*)23) = r(1/2)(/l'[2]gqmqaq C'2\b\qb 1 (a + l)S_) = ±[2]fi
' 0 0^

U1/2 0.

r(i'2)(1+(o(/»)23) = r«'V(-SY"V"2*m±'V =

' 0 01

vPV-^ 0

r(l/2) (1+(1) (F"')23) = r{>mX-n'"[2\gq-Aqmqcl2[a\9a-\b-\)S_) = 0;

r a

r(l/2)(1+(l)(^)32) = r(1/2)(2«W *[2y *+ 2)i;) = i[2]^! 0 ^

0 0V" " J
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r(l/2)(i+(l)(jp,)32) = V(m)(n"g'xl2q~'lnql\l\3)J+) = -|[2], fQ qXI2^
v0 0 ,

p(l/2) (1+(1) {f"^2) = r(l/2)(-2/V"V[2],(b- 2)S+) = 0;

r(l/2)(1+(l)(^)i3) = rd/2)(y^-l(^+1)-1[^+ i]^) = 0,

rd/2)(1+(D(^)i3) = r(1/2)(-//V1/2^"^2(^r1M^[^]^^) = o,

r(l/2)(1+(l)(^")l3) = r^IT)(ri"q-bcrX{a-\yl[a]g[a-\\g£) = 0;

r(l/2)(1+(D(^)3l) = r{-m\2n'qaqq-c[2]qsl) = 0,

r(l/2)(1+(l)(^")31) = T^{-2n''q~mq~mqL\2\qSi~) = 0,

r(l/2)(j+(l)(^)31) = r(1/2)(2//,V"'V/T2L4) = o,

which last follows as r(1/2)(J+) = 0. Now constructing r^(l and

r(1)(r(1/2\F")jfc) with (3.37) of section (III.5) and the j= 1 irreducible representations
(4.5, 4.6),

r(l)(1-(l/2)(^)l \) = T^\c-Xq-a/2[b\q) = \
0 0

0 q'm[2L 0
0 q~X

'o 0 0 N
r0)(r(1/2V')i ,) = r(V1//2[^) = | 0 q 0

0 0 ^1/2[2]9)

r(l)(r(l/2\F>)22) = T^>(c-lq-l"-q"l\a+\))(0^-1^-1/2^/2,
q 0 0

0 2qX/1 0
0 0 3
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-1/2 -*/2,
2q

-1/2

0

0

0 0

r1 o
0 0

/
0 0

r(l)(r(l/2)(^)12) = T{X\c-Xq-al2b-\b-\qS_) = I q~
1/2

[2] <7 0
V 0 2q

'

0 0

r(i)(1-(i/2)(i^)l2) = r(i)(_<7-y/2<7-i[<7]^_) = 1
2<y 0

J

0
V q1/2\2]

'o q 0 "

r(l)(r(l/2)(^)2i) = r(l\c~lq~ll2qmS+) = 1

3
0 0

0 0 0 J
'o q

-1/2

r(l)(r(l/2)(^")21) = rm(-c~lq~mq~al2S+) = 1

3
0 0

0
V

0

0 0

0

Oy

0^
0

1 °y

Back-substituting in (4.44) by way of (3.37, 4.39) gives a set of simultaneous equations
in r(1/2V),r(1/2V) and r(1V),r(1)(/')- Note that as r(1/2)(l+(1)(^")) = 0, all
the coefficients of T^I2\W") vanish and no additional conditions can be placed on the
variable W". Thus

r(1V)l[3]? = r<"2V)i[2y3]?,

r(l>(/)}y-1 + r®(/')/?1,2P]? = r(1,2»(»/)iy-1[2]? + r<"2'(»'')iy,2[2]?,

r",(r')y/+r",(i"i!^"2 = r",2,(H'iy/[2j4, + rll,2li

r(l)(>/)|<?"2 + r<1)(i/')j4'_1 = r<1/2)(n/)iy1/2[2]?-r<1/2)(i/')j(«,-[2]?),
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r<V)l<T1/2[2]?-r(V)|?-r<I/2V)j<fI/2[2£+r(1/2V)i(?-I-[2]4),

r(V)i<r'-rm(v")\qV2[2]q .r<1,2)(w')j?"'t2](; -r(l,2)(w")I?l/2[2]?,

ra)(V)i?-r(l,(v")i?"1/2 -r°/2)(w')i1?[2](7-r<1/2)(w")i?"1/2,

r(1>(v')i9,/2-r(1)(v")i?-' .T<-V2\w)l-qV2[2]q+Wn\w")\(q ~[2}q)^

T{]\v)-Tim\W){[2}r

The first and sixth equations immediately give T^(v') = r^/2\w')^[2]o, which
substituting into the remaining equations gives T(' Yv") = \w"), as required. •

Proposition XLIX. The second order term ofDrinfel'd's twist element F as an expansion
in S± ®S+, F2, can be constructed from the extreme off-diagonal elements of 1±(^(F),
and takes the form

F2 =WF2 +W"F2 +W"'Ff (4.45)

with

n - N\q3q-bSl® q-b~\b]q(b+ l)_1[h + 1],S2 + q^qab~\b]q(b + 1)"![6 + 1],S2 ® ),

FZ—N"(q2q-dl2sl®q'"\t'b)-\a]q[b}qSl+q-2q-'"1<<abT\a\q[b]qSl®qdl2Si),

FZ-N"Xqasl®qba-\a}q(a-\Y\a-\\qsl+q-ba-\a\q(a-\)-\a-l}qsl®q-asly,

[±W(N')- n'Wm(N").n"-ri",

l±m(W')-w' ,ltm(tV")~w" ,\l{i)(W") = w"'.

Note that F2 -* (^2)21 with the substitution q-^-* q~^. The normalising factors
N',N",N"' come out of the calculations, but F2 vanishes in the limit q-~* 1, as

required.
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Proof Construct arbitrary elements F2,Ff, F2<e U(sl2)® Cfsl2) from linear
combinations of tensor products of the extreme off-diagonal components of
l±(1)(^y),l±(1)(/^/) and 1±(})(F"). In other words set

F2 = JV'(al9-i4 ® + l]f£
+ a2fai-'ii]i(i+rfiii+^£e>t64)

with the coefficents a\,a2 assumed to be real-numbered functions of q. Constructing
the semirepresentations X^fFf) using the irreducible representations (4.5, 4.6),

r(1)(^) = /;/-I
0

0 0

a22[2\ qbsi 0

0 Ol\q~3q~aF~l[F\ J&+l)~l [£ + !]„ S*1
0

0

l+w(F2) = F
0

0 0

ax2\r\qq-2q-bsi 0

0 a2q3qab-\b\cl(b+\y\b+\\£
0

0

Comparing ^^(F^) with the extreme off-diagonal components of (4.39) immediately
gives ot\= q and a2 - q , which substituting back into the general form F2 gives the
required result. Now set

F- N"(fixq-JnA ® q''"(abq\a\q\b\qSl
+ P2f-<"2(a/>)-<[a]f[t}® /,24)

with the coefficents ,fi2 assumed to be real-numbered functions of q. Constructing the
semirepresentations \±(^\f2) using (4.5, 4.6),
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0

0 0

f22\i\J12qd'2si 0

0 to-3l2f,2(afi)-l[*\fWf£
0

0

l+(1)(/5') = ////-l
0

0 0

0,2[2]„<fV2?~'"14 0

0

0

Comparing ^^(Ff) with the extreme off-diagonal components of (4.39) immediately
gives /jj = -y2 and fa = ~^~2> which substituting back into the general form Ff again
gives the required result. Finally set

F$=N'\Yl<f£®qba-1\a\q(a-X)-1\a-\\qsL

+ Y2?~b*~1W<?("-ir1\a-l]fS2l®<7-asi)

with the coefficents Y\ ■> 72 assumed to be real-numbered functions of q. Constructing the
semirepresentations using (4.5, 4.6),

\~(X\F{) = n///-l
0

0

0 v l ^q-

o o

r22\2],g-\-asi 0 0

1+V\Fl) = n
0

0

0 r2f"V'(«],(«-iq\" v L" My-

0 0

Yl2[2].w"4 o 0

Comparing 1±(-'-'(Ty) with the extreme off-diagonal components of (4.39) immediately
gives Y\ = 72 = 1> which substituting back into the general form Ff once again gives the
required result. •



Chapter Five. Conclusions: higher order terms for the twist element F.

Proposition L. There does exist a representation-independent form for Drinfel'd's twist
map F\U(sl2)—> Ug{s/2) • Specifically, there exists an explicit form for a twist element
Fe l/{s/2)® F(s/2) satisfying conditions (Def. IX) as a map F:U(s/2) —» U^(sl2). The
form of the element, F, is a counital 2-cocycle which reduces to the identity as q —» 1.
The form of the map, R - F2\RF, preserves the property (Prop. I, Def. VIII) that the
undeformed and deformed quasitriangular structures R. R invert with the substitution

q —> q~^, so that F must twist with the substitution q—^ q~1 (Prop. V).

A general form exists for the twist element fas a series in S+ ® S+, in two arbitrary
operator valued variables V, V". That is,

00 00

<5-i)
n=0 n=0

where the are nth order in S+ ®S+. The variables C, V" take the form of q-
functionals of the central element S such that C, V" reduce to the identity in the limit
q—>l, and are invariant with respect to the substitution q—> q~^ (Props. XXX, XXXII).
Further it has at least been partially shown (Prop. XXVIII) that the form of the C, V"
can be restricted ( V = F') so that Fe U(s/2) ® U(s/2).

Explicit forms for the zero order terms Fq, F[[ have been determined (Prop. XXXIII).
Higher order terms F'mF'n can be defined in terms of functionals Z'n,Zll of S,SZ. Thus

Fn = ZnSl ®S/! + Z/!l](q~l )Sl ® Si, (5.2a)
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F; = ZX®Sn-+Zta\(fX)Sn-1>SZ, (5.2b)

where ^2i(^_1),^2l(^_1) are obtained from 2^,2^' by twisting and the substitution
q—> qX. The form (5.2) then ensures that the element F twists with the substitution

q q~], as required. The only condition placed on the is that Zn —> in the
limit q —> 1.

Finally, forms for 2^,^ can be generalised from F[, F"{, ,Ff (Props. XXXIV, XLIX)
giving

n— 1

Z-n = Y[Nt/*\-l,l2<g,i-''n(d+t)-\i^i}<l, (5.3a)
k=0

n-1

<5-3b>
/f=0

where 2VJ1 = (2 + /f)-1(c+ /f)® (c+ F).

Proof. The proof is actually more of an inductive argument. Generalising (Props. XXIII,
XXXIX), to an arbitrary n = 2j+\ with integer or half-integer j, semirepresentations

l±(/)(/r) can be constructed from the nth order diagonalising matrices for the canonical 2-
tensor 1±<-y\/) and QIKF

I±W(^) = DVD~1, (5.4)

the diagonal matrix V being composed of the n arbitrary operator valued elements
v^\k- functionals of the central element S. Multiplying through then gives the
form

i±(y\Jr}=
k= 1

(5.5a)
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From (Props. XXXIV, XLIX) a general form for Fn_j, that is the (n-1) order term in
T+ ® S+ in the expansion of the twist element F, can be constructed from the extreme off-
diagonal entries of l±(^y\F) and will also take the form of a series in the n arbitrary
variables A-F. That is

^-1 = . (5.5b)
k= 1

where J-F = F{/'fjAF) ^ and each F^f_\ is expressed as a tensor product of the extreme

off-diagonal entries of the corresponding matrix l^F^jAFy

Now let / be an arbitrary integer or half-integer with p = 2(/'+ /) + 1 so that p> n. The
same element Fn_\ can be constructed in a similar manner from higher order
semirepresentations 1±^+^(F), and results in a series of p arbitrary variables

1±(J+4(F) = ^ AZ+h^piFy (5.6a)

It follows that

Fn- (5.6b)
i= 1

Although the Fn_\ will in this case be composed of tensor products of entries of
j±C/+d(yrj that are off-diagonal according to the magnitude \p— n\, the Fn_\ will not be
composed of exteme off-diagonal entries of l±(y+^(A).

The n +p, variables jAF thus defined are not completely arbitrary. The

requirement (Props. XIII, XLVIII) for l±^-/\Fr),l±^-/+^(F) as semirepresentations of the
same element F results in a narrowing of the arbitrariness of jAF jn that
substitution of (5.5a, 5,6a) into the consistency conditions (2.13) and identification of
v{k\Jl) with gives a set of sumultaneous equations which define the p
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variables as linear combinations of the n< p variables Specifically for n=2,
the p variables = of (5.6b) are defined in terms of only two arbitrary
variables, say V, V". Thus

/jpW = (5.7)

/-I,...,p. Substituting in (5.6b) and rearranging then gives the individual terms in the
form (5.1) for F.

Finally, for arbitrarily large j, it is not in general possible to give an explicit construction
for each of the n-2j+ 1 terms in (5.5b). However, the first (F^l\) and nth

(F*)f\) terms can be induced from F[,F{,F2,F2 (Props. XXXIV, XLIX), which leads to
the form (5.2, 5.3) for Fn. The one complication is that the corresponding variables
j/S) jn (5 5^) cannot be immediately identified with the F, V" of (5.1) unless the
remaining F ^ are made to vanish, which is not allowed. But it is argued from the
arbitrariness of these V^ that they will always provide solutions to equations of the
form (5.7) which will enable the constuction of a form for Fn as the nth order term of the
twist element (5.1).*
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